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Abstract
Segmentation of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) ima ges is an important step for
further image analysis in many applications. However, the segmentation of thi s kind
of image is made difficult by the presence of speckle noise, which is multiplicative
rather than additive. Traditional segmentation methods originally designed for eit her
noise-free or White Gaussian noise corrupted images can fail when applied to SAR
images.
Different methods have been previously developed for segmenting SAR image s
corrupted by speckle . One segmentation method was proposed by Let'! and Jurkovich
which is quite efficient; it first smooths speckle noise to allow regions to be distin-
guished in the image histogram, then uses histogram thresholding to segment the
filtered image. However, some problems exist with their method: in the filtered im-
age , noise is preserved in edge areas and some fine regions are oversmoothed: while in
the segmented image , region boundaries are ragged and some fine features are lost.
Based on Lee and Jurkevich's initial work, an edge-enhanced segmentation method
is proposed in this thesis. The edge-enhanced segmentation method is automated and
based on the iterative application of an edge-enhanced speckle smoothing filter. The
edge-enhanced filters proposed in this thesis use edge information obtained by a ratio-
based edge detector to improve the performance of the filters in noise smoothing as
well as in edge and fine feature preservation. Due to the good performance of these
edge-enhanced filters, the resulting histogram-thresholded segmented images have
accurate and simple region boundaries and well separated regions of both large and
small sizes. The proposed method is compared with the previous method proposed by
Lee and Jurkevich, in both noise smoothing performance and in segmentation quality.
The results are tested on synthetic images as well as airborne SAR images. The test s
show that the proposed method. produces better image segmentations. part icularl y
in image region boundaries. homogeneous regions and for images with fine futures.
The proposed edge-enhanced segmentat ion scheme ma~.. be suitable for many SAR
image analysis applications such as sea-ice segmentation . forest class ificat ion. crop
identification . etc.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 G e n eral
Segmenta tio n is one of the major tas ks in digit al image processing and an alysis.
The purpose of segmenta tion is to divi de an image tate regions which are uniform
and bomogeneous with respect to some char acte ristics such as gray level or tex tu re.
Segmentation can be critical for subsequent ana lysis and scene descrip tion .
Synthetic Apert ure Radar (SAR l ut ilizes a ~'lltbetic apert ure to genera te high
resolut ion images of terrain from a consta nt emission of microwave pulses. The syn-
thesized a pert ure is generated by the mot ion of th e rad ar pla tform . which can be
either an aircraft or a sate llite . and by signal processing of the returned pulses. SARs
have several features which make them valuable for remote sensing: they can col-
leer images by day and at night . and in all typ es of weat her ; and the microwave
region of the EM spectrum provi des unique information about the terrain sensed.
Because of these features, SAR has become an euective technology for monito ring
many geopbysical parameters. Applications of SAR image processing include land
cover classifica tion. soil moistur e measurement, forest type classification . measure-
ment of liquid water conte nt of vegetation. snow mapping, sea ice type classification,
ice sheet dynam ics. oceanography', and many ot hers '.HJ.
1.2 Motivation
T he goal of segment ing SAR images is to prod uce image regions each represent ing
ground regions such as woods, fields, road s, etc. Th is is essentia l for ap plica tions such
as crop ident ification, terr ain mappi ng, target detection . etc. Segme ntation of SAR
images is usuall y based on gray level or texture. Gray level based segment at ion is
useful for th e identification of features [48] and for detecting changes between differen t
images [9]. Texture measur es are helpful. for exampl e, in sea ice detec tion [46]. In
thi s research, we focus on segmentat ion based on similar gray level, as will be furt her
explained.
Segment ing a SAR image is made difficult by the presence of speckle noise which is
multiplicative in the sense that t he noise level increases with t he magnit ude of radar
backscanering. Th ere are several methods that have been developed to segment SAR
images. However, some problems still exist, including the accuracy and simplicity
of region bou ndaries, homoge neity of regions. ease of use and imp lementation of
segmentation meth ods, computa tio na l complexity of segmen ta tion algorithms, etc .
Th e goal of this th esis is to provide automatic, unsup ervised segmentat ion schemes
for SAR images which are efficient and accurate in dividing image regions, and to
compare these new schemes with the work of past resea rche rs to demonst rate t he
advantages of the prop osed schemes.
1.3 Problem complexity
Segmenting SAR images is generally a difficult tas k. Th e complexi t)· Involved in the
above mentioned problem arises from t hree majo r factors. First of all. th e signals
to be processed are two dim ensiona.l signals which are random in nature . so thei r
sta tistical prop ert ies are not easy to est imate . Second . t here is no gene ra l tech nique
and complete theory for segme nta tion . Image segme ntation techn iques are bAsicall)-
ad hoc and differ precisel y in the "ray they emphasize Doe or ma n!'desired pr ope rt ies
and in the way they balance and compromise one desired property agai nst an other .
Th ird, the presence of speckle noise makes the segmentation of SAR images more
difficult . Th is kind of noise is mult iplica tive and non-addit ive. unli ke many optical
images which may have additive white Gaussian noise. ~Iany trad itional techniques
for segmentation which were originally designed for optical images rely on measu res
based on differences betw een pixel intensities ; hence. such met hods suffer from noise
arti facts wben applied to SAR images [4]. For example. tr adi t ional clust ering tec h-
niques for image segm enta tion tend to form more clust ers in brigh t are as than in fain t
ones [441.
1.4 R esearch background
Th ere is no general techn ique for segm enta tion. because of t he differe nces in appli-
ca tions and image type s. Many segme nt at ion schemes have been de veloped . based
on diffen!nt criteria and for use with di fferent types of images. Image segmentation
techniques can be classified as : gray level thresholdin g, ite rative pixel classifi cat ion ,
methods based on fuzzy set theory , etc f40]. Some speckle-spec ific met hod s ha ve been
developed for segmenting SAR images . T bese use various techniques such as stmu-
lated annealing [25], wavelet transforms [3]. hierarchical ra ndom field mode ls [13].
neural networks [22), fuzzy c-means clustering 11-11. etc .
A method for segmenting SAR images was proposed by Lee and Jurkevich [31],
who foun d that the iterative applicat ion of a speckle reducing filter (based on the Let>
multiplicative filter [32]) produ ces a n image wit h a mult imoda l gray lew·1 histogram
suitab le for t hreshold ing. Thi s meth od is efficient, relatively easy to use and unsuper-
vised aft er t he sett ing of initial parameters. It produces good result s a nd may offer
significant adva ntages over techniques based on region growing with its ability to seg-
ment classes separated by a grad ual change in gray level intens ity 1471. However. it
has several d isadvantages. Fi rst of all, alt hough the filter ing scheme is unsupervised.
it requires the knowledge of the ratio of standard deviation to mean in homogeneous
image regions. In Lee and Ju rkevich's imp lementation. this inpu t parameter remain s
unchanged . thou gh its act ual value may change on each iterati on . Second , the Lee
multipli ca tive filter tends to preserve speckle noise in edge ar eas . Third , th eir meth od
require s that users ma nuall y determine the valleys ill the histogram of the smoothed
ima ge for t hresholding purposes. To overcorne th ese disadvantages bu t st ill retain
the ad vantages of Lee and J urkevich's method . in th is thesis we propose and test an
edge-en hanced segmentation method which is based on the initial work by Lee and
Ju rkevich.
1.5 Approach of the thesis
Th e edge-enhanced segmentation scheme propo sed in th is the sis is based on the re-
peated appli cat ion of an edge-enhanced filter . My approach to th e solut ion of th e
stated segmentat ion prob lem involves th e following steps:
• Lsi ng a rati o-based edge detecto r to gene rate an edge map of a SAR image:
• Cboosiog a speckle reducing filter suitable for iterative appli ca tion :
• Modifying the filte r by using edge informat ion in local sta tistical ana lys is {I ca ll
this modified filter an edge-enhanced filter ):
• Applying the edge-enhanced filter iteratively:
• Segmenting the filtered image based O D. histogram thresholding.
The performance of the edge-enhanced segmentation method is tested on both
synth etic and real mult i-look airborne SAR images using several edge-enhanced filters .
Comparisons of the proposed method with the previous method of Leeand Jurkevi ch
are also provided. Th e test results show that the edge-enhanced method can separate
the homogeneous regions very well and tha t the region boundaries are simp le and
accurate. It provides an automatic and efficient segmentation method for SAR images.
1.6 Organization of t he thesis
Th is thesis has been organ ized as follows. Cha pte r Two provides background informa-
tion on the areas rela ted to the sta ted problem. Chapter Three provides descri ptions
of my proposed segmentation meth od. Test results and comparisons are presented in
Chapter Four and Five. on synthetic and real SAR data. respectively. Finall y, con-
elusions based on the results obtained and suggestions for furthe r work are provided
in Chapter Six.
Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Introduction
Thi s chapter is grouped int o live major sections. T he second secti on provide s a
brief introd uction to Synthe t ic Apert ure Radar (SAR) imagi ng systems . SAR speckle .
speckle noise modeli ng and SAR speck le redu cin g techniques. T he third sect ion is
an overview of different existin g segm enta tion sch emes. Special attention is pai d to
Lee and Ju rkevich's met hod (31] and Smit h 's work [HI_ Th e next section discusses
the problems rela ted to SAR image segmenta tion, particularl y noise smoot hing. edge
detection and histogram thr eshold ing. Concluding remarks are provided in sect ion
Five.
2.2 SAR speckle noise
This sect ion will int rod uce SAR imaging systems, the source of speckle noise. Also.
it will provide a brief survey of previous work on SAR speckle modelling and speckle
reduc tion techniques .
2.2 .1 SAR im aging systems
A SAR is a remote sens ing syst em used to o btain high resolut ion. two dimensi ona1.
microwave images of targeted te rrain. Before rbe deve lopment of SARs. it was very
difficult to acqui re t his type of image £rom microwave syst ems due to rhe extremely
large antennas needed to obtain the high spa tial resolution. SAR technology avoi ds
th is pro blem by ut ilizing the mo tion of the rad ar platform to syn thesize a larger
antenna. T he platform for a SAR can be either space bom e or air borne . As it moves
over an area of int erest , it constantly sends microwa ve pulses towards the ground at
discrete intervals. These Int ervals are qui te short. and each point on tbe ground is
mapped numero us tim es by di fferent microwave pulses as th e rad ar platform moves
pas t . Th is repeated exposure of a gro und point to man) ' different pulses gives the
impression to t he imaging system t hat t he length of the antenna is no longl"r JUSt its
physical size. but rat her. th e flight lengt h of the rad ar plat form d uring which a given
point is wit hin th e radar's swat h. After several st a ges of processing such as quad ratu re
demodula tion . range compression. az imuth correlation and focus corrections. SAR
images can be o bt ained from collected. digitized SAR da ta [11. 531. Figure 2.1 shows
an airborne SAR image of fields an d trees.
2.2.2 Source of speck le noise
In SAR and other systems employing coherent illumina t ion t o form high resolutio n
images. the resul ting image is gene rally corrupted by a form of multiplicative noise
known as coherent speckle. Th is severe form of Daise. characterized by a low signa l to
Figure 2.1: A typica l muhi-look ai rbo rne SAR image Field.q
noise rat io, present s problems for image processing softwart' of all kinds. In pa rticular.
many image ana lysis techniques origina lly designed for optical i lllagl~ suffer from 1l0iSI'
a rtifac ts and perform poorly W h Cl 1 applied to SAR images [..I. 4-1. 491.
Speckle is the primary source of radiometri c dist ortion in SAR Images and ari ses
from thr ee primary sources: first, a resolution c{'11 is many wavelength s long at t ln-
frequency of the SAR: second . the c('11 typically contains not one but man y oh-meutar v
point scatterers at different orientations ann having different areas an d scatu-nng eo-
eft iciems: and third . the resolution cell is not viewed instantaneously hUI over a short
interval and consequently the viewing an gle and scattering coeffk ients chang!' durin g
imaging . To form an image pixel. the complex point spread functions r-omribured
hy the set of scan erers in th(' resolut ion cell an ' summed cohereut .lywith the differ-
eut phases inter fering constructively or destructively, yielding a speckle uoiv pattern
superimposed on the image of interest.
2.2. 3 Speckl e m od els
To design an opti mum technique for SAR image analysis , it is necessary to haw an
appropriate mathematical model of the speckle noise ba....ed on the met hod of image
format ion and its statist ical prope rt ies. Speckle pro perties are discussed in several
papers [I, 2, 23J. It is well esta blished that speckle noise intensity is proportional to
the und erlying image int ensity , giving a Signal to Noise Rati o (S:\ R) in an observed
speckled image equal to one for fully developed speckle. Thi s implies that a pointwise
multipli cative model would be ab le to describe speckle in SAR inte nsity ima ges quite
well. A large amount of resea rch is found which ass umes a multiplicative model of
speckle [17, 30, 32]. The mode l can be represe nted in all (i,j) spatial coordin ate
syste m a.",
,(i.j) = x(i,j) . v(i,j) (2. 1)
where x is the original image. z is th e recorded image and u is th e random noise
process.
However, it has been po inted out by Tur et oJ. 152] t hat a multiplicat ive noise
model is not always comp lete . Th e mai n disadvant age of t his model is that it does
not ta ke into accoun t th e correlat ion of speckle which is an im portan t considerat ion
in some cases. Th e correlation can be seen to ar ise mainly from the Point Sp read
Function (PSF) of the imaging system. T hus a better model can be obtain ed by
takin g t he PSF of t he imaging system into account. Thu s, the mode l of Equation 2.1
call be re-written as:
,(i,j) = (x(i,j) . v(i,j)) • h(i,j) (2.2)
where. indicates spatial convolut ion and h is the SAR impulse response . Th e model
described by Equation 2.2 is used b~.. Frost er ai. with th e assum pt ion that the PSF
for SAR sys tems is an impul se. In addition . more complex model s of SAR image ca ll
be formulated , to account for point scane rers. line features. etc [38].
Lee and Jurke vich [311 showed how the mean and variance of th e noise process
var ied for one-look and multi -look SAR image models. Th e variation due to int ensity
and amplitude images is also addressed in their paper.
2.2 .4 SA R spe ckle reduction
Some image processing met hods have been proposed which exp licitly address the
mult iplicat ive na tur e of the spec kle noise. T hese met hods includ e the use of speckle
reducing filters, the logarit hm transform and techniques based on rat ios of pixel in-
tensities.
Several speckl e smoothing filters have been proposed based on a statistical mod el
of speckle noise . These are th e Lee mult iplicative filter 1321 and its va riat ions, e.g
[36],th e Sigma filter [33. 3-1], th e Weighted filter (39]. Li's method (37], th e Maximum
A Posterior ( ~ [AP) filter 138], etc.
One way to deal with th e scaling of the varian ce with ima ge intensity is to work
in the logarithmic domain . Under the logarithmic transformation , the noise varian ce
becomes independent of th e imag e inte nsity [4], although the logarithm chang es the
stat ist ical and freq uency distributions of the noise process.
Another way to work with the mult iplicat ive aspect of t he speckle noise is using
similar ity meas ures based on t he rat io of avera ge pixel intensit ies [18, 49]. It has bee n
shown that the ra t io of average pixel intensities wit hin a homogeneous area follows
t he F dist ribution and is inde pende nt of the image inten sit y [41.
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2.3 Segmentation m ethods
One of the most widely usedsteps in the process of reducing images to information is
segmentation; that is. dividing the ima ge into regions tha t co rrespo nd to st ruc t ured
units in the scene or which distinguis h objects of interest . An image ca n be segmented
into homogeneous regions based OD so me feat ures such as gray level or texture. This
is impo rt ant for subsequent anal ysis and scene description [43. -151. T hen' a f t' many
types of images . such as optical images. magnetic resonance images (:\IRll . range
images. infrared imag es. SAR images. etc . Hundreds of segmentation techniques are
presented in tbe lit erat ure. but t here is no single meth od which can be considered
good for all images. nor are all methods equal ly r;ood (or a particu lar t ype of image
[401 . :\{oreove r. al gorithms developed for ODe class of image may not perform well
when app lied to other classes of imeges. This is partic ularly true when the algorithm
is based on a spec ific image formation mod el.
2.3 .1 Gene ral
A good image segmentation requires that regions of an image segmen tation be uniform
and homogeneous. region interiors be simp le and without many smal l holes. adjacent
regions of a segmentat ion have significan tly different values, and that boundar ies of
each segment be simp le. not ragged . and spatially accurate 12-11.
Achieving all th ese desired prope rt ies is difficult because strictly uniform and
homogeneous regions are typical ly full of small holes and have ragged boundaries.
Insisting that adjacent regions have large differences in values can cause regions to
merge and bound aries to be lost .
Image segmenta tion techn iques are basically ad hoc and differ precisely in the
11
way th ey em phasize one or more desi red properti es and in th e way t hey bal ance and
compromise one desired property against another.
Image segmen ta tio n techn iques can be classi fied as gray level t hresholding . ire ra-
ti vp pixel classification. meth ods based on fuzzy set t heory. etc. (olD].
Thresholding is one of th e oldest, simple and most pop ular techn iqu es for ima ge
segmentation. Thresh oldin g ca n be performed based on globa l Inform a tio n [e.g. gray
level histogram of the ent ice image) or using local information (e.g . co-occurence
ma trix ) of t he image . If only one thresho ld is used for the entire imag e. then il
is called global thresholding. On the ot her hand . when the image is panitioned
into several subregions an d a threshold is determi ned for each of the sub regions . it
is referred to as local th resho ldin g. Typi cally, thr esholding methods work well in
sit uatio ns where there are a few distin ct objects having widely differi ng gra:y to ne
intensit ies and these objects appear on a near uni form. background [2-11.
Iterative pixel classi ficatio n methods include region grcwiag, relaxation . \larko\·
Random Field (MRF) based approaches and neural network based ap proaches. Re-
gion growing schemes regard some of the pixels in t he image as nodes a nd gro w regions
based on some similari ty cri t era. Relaxation is an iterat ive approach to segm entation
in which the classifica tion decisions abou t each pixel can be taken in parallel 143].
The re are many image segm entation methods which use spa tial inte ra ction models
such as Mar kov Rand om Field s (MRF) or Gi bbs Ran dom Fields (GRr) to model
digital images (12, 20]. Several authors have atte mpted to segment an image using
neural networks (7, 211 .
Fuzzy set theol')· is used in fuzzy t hresholding, funy clustering . etc . Different
histo gram th resholding techn iques which minimize th e gray level ambiguity and geo-
met rical ambigui ty of an image ar e described in 141, 42]. The fuzzy c-mean (FC M)
12
clustering algorithm [6] has been used in image segmentation [511.
2.3.2 Segmentation of SA R images
With SAR images of mixed terrain. t he goal of segment ation might be to produce
image regions each represe nti ng gro und o bjects such as woods. fields. ve get ation type .
roads . urban areas . et c. This is essenti al for applications such as cro p ident ificat ion .
terr ain ma pping an d tar get detect ion. et c. P rod ucing th e segment ati on of a SAR
imag e is made difficul t by t he presence of speckle noise. Several segmentat ion met hods
spec ifically designed for SAR images have been proposed based on eit her gray leve l
or text ure.
Hegarat-Mascle et al. [25) proposed an algorithm for segment ing SAR images
which applies simulated ann ealing techn iq ues in t he classification process . Benie et al.
[5] developed a classification method which integrates two algorithms: a hierarchical
image segmentat ion by step-wise optimization to tak e into account the spa tial context.
and an iterati ve condi tional mode (re M) algori thm to classify t he segmented image.
Barbarossa et aI. [3] proposed a method for class ifying SAR images based on a
multi resolution rep resenta t ion of t he images obtained by a wavelet transfo rm . Derin
et at. (13] describ ed some algorithms based on a hierarchical random field model
proposed for speckle images and a ~laximum A Poste rio r (MAP ) segme ntation using
simulated annealin g. Fosgate et aL. (15] present ed an efficient mul tiscale ap proach
to the segmentation of na tural clust ers . Grossber et al. [22J developed a neural
network model of boundary segmentation an d surface repr esentation to process images
containing range data which is gathered by a SAR senso r. Du et 01. (14J used a fuzzy
c-means clustering me thod for unsupervised segmenta tion of mult i-look po larimet ric
SAR images. Text ure also is important in characterizin g t he inform ation in SAR
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images. Some textu re based segmentation schemes are proposed in th e litera ture.
Ceccarelli et al. [101 use texture informati on and neural networks for SAR image
segmentation. Sephton er al. [48J proposed a segmentation algorit hm for SAR images
of sea-ice based on various at t ibut es such as textur e, shap e, posit ion. etc .
One segmenta t ion method for SAR images was proposed by Lee and J ur kevich
[311, which is simple and efficient. It is unsup ervised and produces wry good result s.
It may offer significant advantages over techniques based on region growing with
its ability to segment classes separa ted b)' a grad ual change in gray level intensity
[471. Smith [471extended this method and presented a full)' automatic segmenta tion
scheme for segment ing SAR images. Based on thi s previous work , I propose the edge-
enhanced segmentat ion method in this thesis. Thus. it is important to have a more
det ailed look at the work of Lee and Jurk evich as well as Smith 's work.
Lee a nd Jurkev ich 's method
Image segmentation is often based on edge detec tion and region growing [9. -I8J. Th is
approach is difficult to apply to images corrupted by speckle because gaps in edges,
caused by speckle, must be repaired with a bondin g routin e 148J. Another problem is
that ill-defined edges, formed b)' a grad ual change in intensity between two classes,
\\; 11 not be detected. Lowering the edge detection threshold in order to detect fewer
sha rp edges often results in the detection of false edges, lead ing to over-segmentation
of the image [9].
A nat ura l approach to unsupervised segmentation based on gray levels is to select
thr esholds at the valleys of a gray level histogram. if such valleys exists. For SAR
images. however, t he speckle ap pea ring in them complicat es th e charact erist ics of the
SAR image hist ogram and makes aut omatic segmentation of such images difficult.
l~
eFigure 2.2: Histogram of t he SAR image Fields of Figure 2.1.
The histogram in a SAR image is typically unimodal 131] and difficult for histogram
thresholding. Furthermore, since no use is made of spatial information in simple
histogram thresholding. there is no guarantee that pixels of one gray scale class will
be contiguous. Figure 2.2 shows the histogram of the typical SAR image Fields
which is shown in Figure 2.1; alt hough this image is a relatively simple SAR image,
its histogram does not reveal disti nct image regions.
A method for segmenting SAR images corrupted by speckle' was proposed by Lee
and Jurkevich [311, who found that the repeated application of an edge-preserving
speckle smoothing filter produces an image with a multimodal gray lewl histogram
suitable for thres holding , even if the histogram of the original image is unimodal.
The ra tionale behind this ap proach is that t he averaging process will reduce t he noise
sta ndar d deviat ion, th us tending to prod uce sha rp peaks in t he histogram, while th e
edge preserving effect of t he filter produces deeper valleys.
Of crucial importance to this techniq ue is the ability of the speckle filter to smooth
out the noise without destroying edges and fine features. Leeand Jurkevich iteratively
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used the well-known Lee multip licative filter [32J (reviewed below in Section 2.4) in
their segmentation process. Thi s filter is qu ite effect ive ill removing speckle especially
in homogeneous or low variance areas. In high varian ce areas , however, the filter 's
parameters are adjusted to preserve edges; this has the effect of also preservin g speckle
noise near and on edges.
Overall , Lee and Jurkevich 's method is quit e simple and efficient. Thi s unsuper -
vised algorith m will segment the image into several classes without a priori knowledge
of the number of classes and their mean values. However, there are some disadvan-
tages to th is method. The input parameter (t he ratio of the standard deviation to
mean) to the filtering algorithm should be calculated manually and in their implemen-
tation this parameter remains unchanged , though the physical quantity it describe s
(i .e. the speckle noise) may change on each iteration. In thresho lding, the histogram
valleys are user-dete rmined . Moreover, due to the poor performa nce of the filter ing
algorithm in edge areas, the segmented image regions have ragged and inaccurate
region boundar ies.
Smith 's work
Smith improved Lee and Jurkevich's method and proposed a fully automatic, unsu-
perv ised segmentation algorithm, based on the iterative application of the mod ified
sigma filter 1471(also reviewed below in Section 2.4).
One contr ibution of Smith 's work is that he proposed a method to automatially
estimate the input parameter, the ratio of the standard deviation to mean , in the
filtering algorit hm. For estimation of this parameter , the entire image is part it ioned
into equa l sized windows [e.g. 3 x 3) and the ratio of standard deviation to mean
calculated in each window. Then, the histogram of these local estimates is obtained,
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and the histogram mode is taken as an overall estimate.
Also in Smith 's work, a modified sigma filter has been proposed which is shown
to be an improvement over the basic sigma filter in preserving edges while smoothing
the speckle noise. Moreover, the histogram thresholding procedure is fully automatic.
However, Smit h's method is not able to detect small classes whose gra~· level falls
with in the two-sigma range of larger classes.
2.4 R elated problems
~Iy research is based on the segmentation method proposed by Lee and Jurkevich. As
stated above, the most important component in Lee's method is the speckle reducing
filter. So it is desirable to have a review of SAR noise smoothing techniques and filters
suitable for iterative application. Because 1 also use an edge detector in my proposed
segmentation scheme to improve the boundar y accu racy, SAR edge detection methods
will also be reviewed. In addit ion, t he histogram thresholding met hod that is used in
my research will be described in th is section.
2.4.1 Noise smoothing
Noise can be reduced by filtering, in which a moving window is passed over each pixel
in the image, and the pixel value is replaced by a value derived from the pixels within
the window. Numerous speckle reducing filters have been proposed and discussed
(see, for example [35, 54J). Here, we describe some spat ial filte ring met hods th at use
local statistics and which may be suita ble for iterative application.
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Mean and median filte r
Two simple filters are the mean and median filter s , ill which the centra l pixel is
replaced by t he mean or media n, resp ectivel y, of all the pixels ill t he window. T he
main problem wit h the mea n filter is tha t the edges in the ima ge ar e smoothed
toget her with the speckle noise, and may be lost completely after a few successive
applications of the filter. The media n filter will preserve step edges in noise-free
images, however, in speckle corrupted imag es. it does not remove the noise very well.
since speckle noise is not impulsiv e.
Lee m ultiplicative filt er
The Lee multiplicative filter 132] is basedon a multiplicative noise ima ge model:
'(i,j) = x(i, j ) . v(i ,j) (2.3)
where e. x and v denote the observed image, underlying image and noise processe s.
respectively. Based on an assumption that the noise is whit e with uni ty mean and
is uncorrelated with the ima ge x, the Lee multiplica tive filter seeks the best mean-
squared estimate f of x , At each pixel (i,j),
i( i ,j ) = i (i ,j ) + k( i ,j ) (, (i ,j) - i(i, j))
where the gain fact or k(i , j ) can be obtained as
k( i , j ) = _ . . 2V~r~ ( i ,j) ..
X(l, ) ) at! + Varz( l,) )
(2.4)
(2.5)
where 0" is the ratio of standard deviation to mean in homogeneous regions. Th e loca l
adaptation of tbe filter is based on the calcula tion of th e local sta t ist ics, x and Var~ ,
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from t he d ata samp le estimates ! and ver, determi ned over a local neighbourhood
window:
t(i ,j) = !(i.j )
Var ,,(i ,j) = Var,( i, ;) + z (i , j )2 _ Z(i,j)2
(7 .. + 1
12.6)
(2.,)
By ada pti ng its parameters to both low-variance areas and higb-vanance areas .
the filter bot h smoo ths noise an d preserves edges . In order to preserve edgt'5. the
filter essential ly shuts itself off in high variance areas [i.e . k(i , j ) ::::; I ) so that the
est imate i (t , j ) is app roxim atel y equal to t he obse rved pixel value z(i ,j) . Th is means
the speckle noise is preserved in high cont rast regions.
Lee and J urkevich (311found several itera tions of th e Lee multiplicative filter can
great ly reduce speckle noise . However, small de tail s may be lost d ue to t he repetitive
smoothing ope ration ; and , as wit h the one-pass Lee multi plicative filte r. speckle noise
is preserved in edge areas.
R efined Lee multiplicat ive filt er
To improve the performance in edge areas , Lee proposed a refinemen t to the original
Lee mult iplicati ve filt er [361. in wh ich t he neighbou rhood used in high variance areas
for the calculation of t he local statistics tak es into acco unt the orient a t ion of a possible
edge . For each pixel with local variance Var, exceeding a set t hreshold . oriented
gradients are comput ed an d used to select a subset of the neighbou rhood pixels on
one side of the edge and most like th e cent ral pixel. ver,estimated over thi s subset will
in general be lower than th e sample variance over th e whole neighbourh ood , allowing
more accurate filtering of noise . However. the edge detec tion is not optimized for
speckle corru pt ed images in which local variance is relat ed not only to edges but also
to th e under lying mean int ensit y level.
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Sigma filt e r
Lee 133J proposed a much simpler alternative to the Let' mulriplicarive filter, based
on the same multiplicative speckle noise model. It is well know that 95.5 percent of
normally distributed rand om sa mples fall within two standard deviations 0 11 eit her
side of the mean value. Values outside of the two-sigma range are ther efore likely to
be from a different distribution , The sigma filter averages on ly those pixels in the
filter window which lie within t he two-sigma range of t he central pixel value. Edges
are thus preserved beca use pixels not belonging to the same dist ribu tion as the central
pixel are excluded from the averaging process. Since the speckle is multi plica ti ve, the
two-sigma range, assumin g the cent ral pixel z(i , j) to be the mean of it s distr ibu tion,
is houn ded below and above by
'm,. = (1 - 2a.)'(i,j )
....... ~ (1 +2a. ), (i, j )
(2.8)
(2.9)
Thu s only pixels z( k, l ) whose value lies bet ....-een z.",n and Zmcu are included in the
calcula ting the estimate of i(i,j).
A problem arises if there are no ot her window pixels within the two-sigma ran ge,
Such sharp spot noise is dealt with by introducing a threshold k, such that, if th e
total number of pixels within the two-sigma range is smaller th an or equa l to k, then
the central pixel is replaced b)' t he average of its four near est neighbours,
T his filter is based on the assumpt ion that speckle noise has a Gauss ian d istr ibu-
tion; therefore , it can be appli ed to t he da ta processed in a la rge numb er of looks.
When t his condition is not sat isfied, t he filt ered image has an asym met ric distr ibutio n
[39J, Furt hermore, t his filter degrades point targets because it rep laces t he central
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pixel value with the mean of its four nearest neigh bours whenever the central pixel
has an extre me value .
Weighted filt er
The sigma filter as described above is based on the assumption th at the centr al pixel
is in fact t he mean of its Gaussian dist ributio n. A more general perspec tive . proposed
by Marrin and Turner [39], is that potentia lly the central pixel belongs to a ra nge of
Gaussian dist ributions. For maximum speckle red uction it is desir able to include in
the averaging process al l pixels which could possib ly belong to t he same distribution
as the cent ra! pixel. while excluding those pixels clear ly from different distri butio ns.
Furthermore. it is crucial for the preservation of fine featW"tS. llihich by definit ion
contain few pixels within t he filter window, that pixels possibly belonging to th e
same distribution as the centr al pixel are not excluded from the averaging process.
For each window pixel .l(t ,i) it must therefo re be determined whether .::(t.l) and
.::(i. j ) are both within the two-sigma range of t he same Gaussian dist ribut ion. If so.
t hen z(k.l) should be included in t he average.
Martin and Turner 1391 proposed a new sigma filter . which they called tbe weighted
filter. such tb at a window pixel z(k .l) is included in tbe averaging process if a Ga ussia n
d ist ribut ion cent red on z(k, l ) with stan dard deviati on t7v· :(k.l) has t he central pixel
value z(i , j ) within its two-sigma range . The weighted filter therefore averages al l
window pixels lying betwee n ........ and z.-.: given by
z(i ,j)
z.......0= 1 +2t7"
z(i,j)
Zmll:f=~
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(2.10)
(2.11)
The weighted filte r assigns weights to each pix el based on th e Ga uss ian pro ba bilit y
densny funct ion cen t red on t he pixel value. This is a comp uta tional ly expensive
procedure . requiri ng the evaluation of an expo nent ia l fun cti on (or each window pixel
included in the average. Because t he upper limit . ;:."./1.1". is larg er for th e weighted filte r
than for the sigm a filt er. more of the higher value pixels a re included in th e averaging
process. thereby removin g t he low bias inherent in t he sigm a filter and reducing noise
more effect ively. Th e lower limit .::....... 00 t he ot her hand . is higher for t he weighted
filte r t han for the sigm a filter. Th is is an undesira ble feature of the weight ed filter
because some low value pixels which are within the two-sigma range of t he cent ral
pixel value will be excluded b,Y t he weighted filter . Som e fine featu res which would
have been preserved by th e sigma filte r will. the refore. be an nihilated by the weighted
filter .
Th e weighted filte r. which is considered to be an advanced version of th e Sigm a
filte r . takes t he probability of tb e central pixel value int O account to de te rmi ne t he
range for which tbe mean value can be extracted over a filter ing window. It repl aces
the central pixel value wit h tbe weighted mean in the filte ring window. in wh ich th l'
weighting coefficients are d etermi ned based 00 t he probabilit y of tbe pixe l value . T he
filte red image bas a lar ger variance in homogeneous ar eas compared with t he other
filters .
M od ifi ed sigma filter
T wo simple modifications to th e sigma filter has been proposed by Smit h (.ti l in
order to improve bot h its computat ional efficiency an d its ab ilit)· to prese rve fine
feat ures. T he first modification assumes t he mean of a possib le Gaussian d istribut ion
contai ning the centra l and a given window pixel to be a linear combinat ion of t he
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two. ra ther than equal to the cent ral pixel z(i .j) as in the standard sigma filter. or
equal to the window pixel z(k. l) as in the weighted fil ter of :\Iart in and Turner. The
two-sigma ran ge of values to be included in the averaging process is thereby increased .
ena bling th e speck le noise to be red uced more effecrtvely. and ensu ring tha t more fine
feat ure pixels are de tected so th at fewer fine fea tur es ar e annibilated .
Th e second mod ificati on attempts to preserve fine features in cases in wh ich t he
number of pixels withi n the two-s igma rang e is It'S'> tban or equal to th e sharp spot
noise threshold. Th is is achieved by searching for th e Gaussian distri bution contai ning
three or more connected pixels from which tbe cent ral pixel is most likely to have been
displaced .
2.4 .2 Edge d et ection
One of the major tasks in image analysis is edge detec tion. Edg es are fundamenta.ll~{
important primi tive feat ures of an image beca use they oft en provide an indicatio n of
the physical exte nt of objec ts wit hin the image . An edge is de fined as a variation or
d iscont inuity in image inte nsity resulting from changes in some physical properties
of t be surface . nam ely. its reflectance . geometry and /o r incident illumination. Edges
can also be defined based on changes in otber image feat ures (e. g. text ure).
In this subsection. we will first brie8y review edge de tectors for S AR images. T hen
we will focus on tbe :\.Iaximum Strength Edge Pruned Ratio of Averag es (:\ISP-RoAJ
method (18, 191. which will be used in my propos ed segme ntation meth od .
SAR edg e d etectors
:\Iany common edge de tectors are of t he gradient type i.e . the de tectors are based
on the difference betwee n pixel values . Th is type of edge detector when app lied
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to speckled images can yield very poor results because speckle is mul ti p lica ti ve in
nature. :\Ioreover . the problem involved with speckle is even more difficult beca use
speckle is no t only mult iplicati ve. but can also have an Inter-pixe l spa tial correla tion
to some ext ent. An efficient edge detector shou ld be based on the speckle model.
Hence. it is very difficult to detec t edges in spec kled images and alm ost impossible
using simple gradie nt edge det ectors . Since it is obv-ious th at speck le depe nds on
the signal . speckle is more promin ent in higher intens ity hom ogen eous ar ea.s th an in
darker areas . Thus a ratio between pixe l values should be a better edge indicator
t han t heir di fferentt. When dealin g with nois}' images . it is better to take t he ratio
of the average pixel values in two adjacent neighbo rhoods oppos ite to t he pixel of
inter est . A ratio magnitude image is thus formed and thresholding fina lly provides
the edge map . This is the basic idea behind the sim ple Rati o of Average (ROA) edge
detector [8j whi c:b. is panicularl y useful for detectiog edges of images corru pted wit h
a speckle noise.
Relatively few method s have been reported so far in th is area . despite the impo r-
ranee of t he problem of edge detection on speckle imagery. A sim ple method Darned
th e Coe fficient of Variance (CoV) was pr oposed (491 based on t he Constant False
Alarm Rate (C FAR) concept which uses a coefficient of variation which can provide
an edge st rengt h measure . Frost et 01 (16J proposed an edge detect ing tech nique for
SAR images , in whic:b. the maximum likelihood ratio (LR) is t he measure of edge
str engt h . Th e maximum likelihood rat io is computed based on a SA R image mod el.
Bovik's Rati o of Average (RoA) [8J is ano th er approach which attempts to solve th is
problem. He suggested a combinat ion of th e RoA and the Gaussian Smoothed lapla-
cian (GSt ) methods . Accord ing to Bovik , t he RoA edge detector is quite efficient on
speckle-degrad ed images but has a draw back of generating very thick edges. On the
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otber hand . a general edge detector such as GSL gives fine edges but also gives rise
to many raise edges whieb is not at all desirable. A combinat ion or these t wo gives a
much bett er resu lt th an either of the individ ual edge detectors. However. it is wort h
mention ing that t he RoA edge detector is opt imal if a pointwise mult ip licat ive model
having either nega t ive expo nential or Gaussian first order sta t istics . is considered .
~Iore work which is simp ly an extension of the RoA detector is proposed by Touzi
etc. [491. using the Const an t False Alarm Rat e (CFAR) concept .
M SP -RoA ed ge d etector
Rat io-based edge de tectors estima te edge st rengt h a t any pixel of inte rest in an image
by calculat ing th e ratio between neighbowing pixel values. Th e Maximum St rengt h
Edge Pruned Ra tio of Averages (MSP-RoA) method developed in 118. 19J. is one such
metbod which has been shown to provide accurate localized edge maps from speckled
SAR images . At each pixel in the image. the method calculat es the four ra t io edge
stre ngt hs
R, =min(P,/ Q.. Q./ p.l. i ~ 1.2 .3.4 (2. 12)
corresponding to tbe four usual orienta t ions. as illust ra ted in Figure 2.3. ~rhere P, and
Q. are the averages calculated over the sub-windows denoted P and Q. respec t ively.
Th e MSP-RoA then calculat es a vector (R.O ) char acterizing a possible edge a t tha t
pixel. where the component R = min(R l • Rz•R;s , Fl.) is the edge st rengt h and 0 is the
orientation which yie lds the minimum R, value. A cand ida te edge pixel is classified
11$ an edge pixel if the magnitude R ::;Tr• for a preset th reshold Tr E (0. I ), and if R
is tbe minimum magnitude of all the pixels in a su b-window or (2D -+1) x 1 pixels
perpendicular to th e orientation O.
Test ing of th e M:SP-RoA edge detecto r on air borne SAR images [19. IS} bas
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Figu re 2.3: ~ ISP·RoA scheme-
demonstrated it to be an efficient ratio- based edge d etect or which ca n product' t hin
an d accurat e edge maps in the presence of speckle no ise.
2.4 .3 Histogram t h res ho ldi ng
After itera tive ap p lica tion of a speckle reducing filt er. a filrerod ima~I' «an I", ex-
pee red to have a muhimodal gray level hisrcgr a m su itable for rhreshol din g. T sai
pro posed a fas t histogram based algorith m for multi- len" t hresholdi ng P O!. and if
was demonst rated to be more powerful than t he widely used th reshold ing met hods
based on betwee n-class variance or I'ntro~·. Tsars me thod assume'S t hat each desir ed
class in th e image can be rep resent ed by an approximately hill-sha ped d ist rih uti on
in t he gray level histogram . T he fluctuations of an origin al histogram are smo ot hed
by recursively convolving the histogram with a Gaussian kernel so thar t he desir ed
peaks and valleys at varyi ng levels or detail can be ob ta ined, T he det ected valleys in
the smoot hed histogram ind icat e th e location of t he thr esholds.
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(2.16)
The pro posed algori thm assumes that a peak shown in the gray level histogram
corresponds to a hom ogeneous region of th e image and tha t a vaitey exists between
two neighbori ng peaks. Th e challenge is to loca te the bott oms of the valleys th at
best separ ate the classes. Let ho(i) represent t he number of pixels in t he original
image wit h gray level i for j = 0. 1. ... L. where L is th e maximum gray level. In a
histogram. if
ho(i) > ho(1 - 1) and ho{il > !loCi + I) , i = 1.2 . ". L - 1 (2.13)
then a pea k at gray level j is detected. Sim ilar ly. if
h,U) < h,U - 1) and h,U ) < h, U + 1), 1 = 1,2 . ... L - 1 (2.1<)
h, W < h,U-! )andh,U ) =0, i=1. 2. .. ·. L (2.15)
and t here exist two peaks at gray levels Pi and pr such th at PI < j and P2 > j . the n
a valley at gray level j is select ed. The definit ion of pea ks and valleys ab ove assumes
that the peaks an d valleys will not be present at gray level 0 and L.
The 8uet uation of the original gra)' level bistogram may generat e man y false
peaks and va lleys. In order to find t he proper peaks and valleys at varying levels
of threshold ing, we use a Gaussian kernel to smoo t h t he histogram. The de gree of
smoothing is man ipula ted by the wid th of the Gauss ian kernel and the number of
convolut ions. fu nction holt }. the number of pixe ls with gray-level t. is convolved
with a one di mensiona l Gau ssian kernel g{t . 0") of width 0":
g(t ,a ) =a ,5,,; - (- <'/2"')
H (t , a ), th e convolution of ho(t) and the Gaussian kernel. is defined as
H (t , a ) = ho(t) . g(t ,u) =l: ho(u)g(t - u. a)d u (2.17)
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For digital implementation. t he digital Ga ussian kernel wit h a window size of
11" = 3 is used to generate smoothing functions at various values of a. and it is given
by 9(-1 ) ~ 0.2261, 9(0 ) = 0.5478, 9(1 ) ~ 0.2261.
The discrete convoluti on of ho(i ) and the digital Gaussian kernel g(u) is defined
["'/2J
H(t, \1') = L ho(t + U)9(U)
_e:=-[WI2J
where [W/2] is the lar gest integer not greater t han W/2.
(2.18)
After iterati ve filtering with the Gau ssian kernel. the "a lleys in the histogram are
t hen detected. Pixels whose gray levels lie between two adjace nt valleys are assigned
to the sa me region. T herefore, we have divided t he filtered image into homogenous
regions and finished the segmentation stage .
2.5 Concluding remarks
This chapter attempts to provide an overall pict ure of the previous work most closely
related to t he prob lem of interest. It focuses on the segmentation methods 011 which
my research is based. Because my proposed method will be involve filtering , edge
detection and histogram th reshold ing. these related problems are also reviewed . The
next chapter \\;11provide my proposed edge-enhanced segmentation method for SAR
images in detail.
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Chapter 3
The proposed edge-enhanced
segmentation method
3.1 Introduction
My prop osed edge-enhanced segmentation method is based on t he idea of Lee and
Jurkevich [31J that repeat ed app licatio n of an edge-preserving speckle reducing filter
will provide an image wit h a multimodal histogram suitable for thr esholding even if
the original image has a unimodal histogram. The prob lems of Lee and Jurkevich's
met hod have been discussed in the previous chapter. First of all, due to the poor
performance of the filtering algor it hm in edge areas , the segmented image regions
have ragged and inaccur at e regions boundaries. Second , t he input parameter (the
ratio of the sta nda rd deviati on to mean ) to t he filtering algorit hm shou ld be calculated
manually and in their implementation this parameter rema ins uncha nged, though the
physica l quanti ty it describes (i.e. the speckle noise) may chang e on each iteration.
Moreover , in t hresholding , the histogram valleys are user-determined . My approach
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bas several advantages over Lee an d Jurkevich's method. First of all. edge informati on
is used with the filtering algorith ms. which leads to a bet ter perform ance of the
filters in edge areas. Second. tbe iterati ve application of the filters is fully auto matic.
which means that no sta t istical param eters ace required as input par ameters . as all
these parameters are auto ma tically est imated from the image . Th ird. the histogram
valleys ace not manually determined in the thres holding algorithm. Finally. due to the
improvement in the filtering scheme. the segmented image has simple and accurate
region boundaries and there are no small holes in homogeneous regions. The following
are the main components of my approach:
• Using MSP-RoA edge detect or to estimate edges
• Modifying a speckle reducing filter b}' using edge informa tion to improve the
filtering performance in edge areas;
• Ite ra tively applying th e modified filter (I cal l this filter an edge-enhanced filter)
to smooth the speckle noise:
• Segmenting the filtered image based on histogram threshold ing to get image
regions with accurate region boundar ies.
3 .2 Main component s
The main components of my segmentat ion method include edge-enhan ced filte rs. pa-
rameter estimatio n. edge detection. iterative application . and histogram thresholding .
These will be discussed in tum in this section.
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3.2.1 Edge-enhanced filt ers
Of crucial importance in m~: segmentation met hod is the abili ty of speck le reduc-
ing filters to smoo th noise while preservin g the sharp ness of edges. Several speckle
smoot hing filters have been developed by previous resear chers as stated in the litera -
tur e review. However. these filters usually do not use edge infonnation and sometimes
do not perform well in edge areas. In this researc h. I propose an edge-enhanced filter-
ing method which ut ilizes edge information obtained by the ),1$P·RoA edge detector
in local statistical analysis in the filtering window . Th is kind of filter smoot hs speckle
in low variance ar eas as well as in high variance are as while preserving t he sharp ness
of edges. Th e starting point of my research was to modify t he simplest mean and
median filter . with fair ly good results, some of which were presented in (281. Th ea t he
Leemult iplica ti ve filter was modi fied and iter ative ly ap plied to smooth SAR images.
with some resu lts presented in (291. These results are even bet ter and have a signif-
icant imp rovement over t he original iterative Lee multip licative filte r. especiall y in
edge areas . Th e segme ntat ion results based on t he edge-en hanced Lee multip licati ve
filte r. in particular . are very good when tested on synt het ic images as well as real
SAR images. Detai led resul ts of al l methods are presented and compared in Chapte r
-I and 5 of this thesis .
Ed ge-enhanced mean an d median filters
T he main probl em with the mean filter is th at the edges in the image are smoot hed
together wit h t he speckle noise . and may he lost complet ely afte r a few successive
appli cat ions of the filter . Th e median 6.lter will preserve st ep edges in noise-free
images. however , in speckle corru pted images. it does not remove th is non-imp ulsive
noise very well.
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In th is research. edge-enhanced mean and med ian filte rs are presented which use
the edge map generated by th e :\of$P·RoA edge det ector to determine which of the
neighbo uring pixels are to be included in th e cal cu la tions of the mean or median.
Th is meth od ten ds to remove the speckle noise while retaining the edges even after
several iterations. The following is the full description of th e modified local mean and
median filters .
First , the ~1$P·RoA edge detec tor is applied to esti mate the edge points . Then . for
each pixel z(i , j) . a 3)( 3 window cen tered on t he pixel is used for analysis . Accordi ng
to t he estimated. edge ma p. the pixels inside the window can be divided int o two
classes: those which ar e edge pixels and those which are Don-edge pixels. T he edge
pixels ace excluded in t he local mean or median calc u latio n. The Den sup is to decid e
if z(i , j) is a edge point based on t he edge map . If z(i ,j) is not a edge point . then it is
rep laced by t he mean of the non-ed ge pixels. Otherwise, it is replaced by the median
of the nee-edge pixels. After all the pixels in an image have been exami ned. then
one itera tio n of th e filter is finished . Th e process can be repe ated with subseq uent
iterations.
I chose small window sizes in the edge-enhanced filters because a large window
size may oversmoo t h some regions near or on edges . The edge-enhanced mean and
median filte rs ace sim ple and efficient for segme ntation purpose . As " i ll be shown in
Cha pter -I. even afte r several ite rat ions. most edges in the image are prese rved while
the noise is significan t ly red uced (28J. However. in some tes t images. there are still
some areas tha t are merged. If the re is a gap in th e ed ge map . the edge ten ds to blur
when the edge-enhanced mean filter is ap plied .
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Figur e 3.1 : Using edge information to define the valid region in t he filtering window
Edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filter
Alt hough th e origina l Lee mult iplicative filter performs very well at noise smooth ing
in low varia nce a reas , it te nds to preserve speck le noise near edges . Since ratio-based
edge detectors a re able to ignore speckle in detecting edges in SAR images. I use tilt'
edge map produced by the :\ISP .R oA edge detector to improve the performance of
the Lee multiplicative filter.
By using the edge information obtained from t he !\fSP-RoA edge detector, it is
poss ible to refine t he definit ion of the local neighbo urhood over which local statistics
a re ca lcula ted, t hus improving t he homogeneity of t he neighb ourhood and th e quality
of the est imates. T he improvement in the performance of the Lee mult iplicative filter
is most notable in high variance areas nea r edges . Figure 3.1 shows how knowledge of
an edge contour is used in delimiting t he neighbou rhood for local statistical analysi s .
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In a filtering window of a given size, all the pixels are classified as belonging to
one of two classes , thus allowing the definition of two regions wit hin the window,
the valid and non-valid regions. The valid region starts with the central pixel in
the filtering window, and is grown in eight directions, along the arrows indicated in
Figure 3.1 within a line of width one pixel. When the valid region reaches an edge
point as determined from the !vlSP-RoA edge map, or when it reaches the window
boun dary , the region stops growing in that direction. In this way the filtering window
is separated into two regions and only the pixels in t he valid region and along the
eight directions are included in stat ist ical estimation.
In t he edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filter, edge information is thus utilized
in defining the filtering window size and shape. Since z and ver, are calcula ted as
the mean and variance only of those pixels in the valid region they will yield more
accurate est imates near an edge, so that the modified filter can smooth the speckle
in edge areas while preserving the shar pness of edges.
The iterat ive application of the edge-enhanced Lee filter was tested on synthetic
speckled images and the results compa red with similar ite rations of the original Lee
rnutiplicative filter. Deta iled results are presented in Chapter 4 and 5. Some of
the results have been presented at a workshop [29]. The edge-enhanced Lee filter
performs better tha n Lee filter , especially in high varia nce regions , because it uses
edge information to refine the filt er's local stat ist ics est imation.
3.2.2 Estimation of parameter a;
The Lee multi plicat ive filter and the edge-enhanced Lee multip licative filter requi re
the knowledge of t he rat io of the sta ndard deviat ion to mean in homogeneous areas.
Th is parameter is seen to be (JIJ for unity mean noise, and is someti mes called the
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Coefficient of Variation [CoV]. This value can be estimated by calculating sample
values of Varzlz over several homogeneous or structure free areas of th e observed
image a. Alternatively, the value of the parameter ar can be determined from the
known speckle characteristics of the number of looks and type of SAR image to be
filtered (e.g. see [31. 32]).
However, the application of a nonlinear filter can significant ly alter t he noise
characteristics, and it can be difficult to analyti cally update the parameter av in an
iterative filtering scheme. In m)' implementation, a l) is auto matically estimated from
the image data by Smith's method , described in Sect ion 2.3.2, thus better controlling
the filter ing process for each pass of the filter . For moderat ely busy images, the lise of
this estimation method tends to highlight the local est imates of alJ in the homogeneous
regions, and to exclud e those erro neous estimates of av ill areas of high variance such
as edge regions.
T he automatic estimate of a ll is quite close to its theoretica l value. For exam ple,
the theoretical val ue for -t-look airborne SAR images is around 0.25 {56]. and the
est imated values for the testing images are quite close to this value (refer to Chap ter
-I and 5). The window sizes in estimating a l) haw an effect on the final estimat ion.
In experiments, it is found that for the test images presented in this thesis. a '7 x '7
window size can prod uce a good estimate of a l)' Although estimation errors exist . till'
Lee mult iplicat ive filter and the proposed edge-enhanced Lee multipli cat ive filter are
not ext remely sensitive to the value of O'v , which means that small est imation errors
an.' to lerable.
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3.2 .3 Edge detection
As noted above, the edge map obtained by th e ~lSP-RoA edge detector is used in
the edge-enhanced filters . Th e ability of the edge detector to find true and accurat e
edges while excluding false edges is very important to the performance of th e filters.
Th e ~lSP-RoA method makes effective use of the information availabl e in rati o-based
meth ods in achieving accurate, localized edge maps without additional edge thinning
operat ions.
As with many ot her edge detection met hods, the basic para meters of the ~ISP­
RoA met hod must be determi ned by reference to a given image and defined carefu lly
ill order to exploit t he adva ntages of the meth od . The MSP-RoA performance tends
to improve if the mask size is increased. provided the result ing P and Q sub-areas
are homogeneous. T herefore, t he mask size should be selected as large as possible , by
reference to t he distances bet ween edges and t he size of image objects in the image .
Th e value T; can be adjusted to detect as many significant edges as possible withou t
det ecting spurious or noise edges. The parameter D can be selected by considering
the likely size of objects in the ima ge. Since the ~ISP-RoA method prun es candidate
edge pixels within the subwindow pependicular to the edge orientation, the valu e of
D should be small for images having fine image structure. In this resear ch, D is set
to 1 for all the test images .
Test resul ts from some SAR images [18, 19J ind icate that t he MSP-RoA met hod
has difficulty in det ectin g all edges such as some edges in busy image regions . Since a
large window size tends to blur sma ll regions, th e 11SP-RoA meth od has difficul ty in
detecting fine feat ures when a big window size is chosen. Choosing a sma ll window
will produce more false edges due to the noise art ifacts . In t his resear ch, two methods
to improve t he performance of t he basic MSP-RoA method have been used . First ,
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the :\olSP -Ro A edge detecto r is used to gene rate a new edge map before each itera tive
application of the edge-eubaaeed filters . After each iteration . the ,.{SP-RoA wi ndow
size is decreased an d t he th reshold Tr increased as the noise level decreases . so that
it can detect more significant and fine edges. Second and alternat ively. an oth er way
to improve th e performan ce of t he basic M:SP-Ro A method is to modify the basic'
~ISP·RoA meth od ~. assignin g weights to pixels in t he averaging process prod ucing
P, and Q. in each orientation. The pixels near est the central pixel a re ass igned
more weight t han those further from the ~ntraJ pixel. iDorder not to degrade edge
stre ngth for very line edges when a larg e window size is used . Suppose a window size
of (2n + 1) x (2n + 1) is used. the weights are ass igned as n. n - 1. n - 2.. ..1 from t he
nearest pixel to t he furth est from t he centr al pixel.
The edge-en hanced filters in t his thesis are used typical ly with t he )'ISP-RoA
edge detecto r generat ing a new edge map on each iterati on . However. since th e \ ISP-
RoA edge detec tor can prod uce very good estimations of edge maps for SAR images .
even wit h significant speckle noise. we have also simply appl ied the ),ISP ·RoA edge
detecto r once on ly prior to filtering and th en re-used the result on each ite ra t ion . t hus
saving computa tional t ime.
3.2.4 Number of iterations
Th e number of appl ications of th e speckle smoo thing filters has an effect on t he noise
smoot hing performance as well as t he final segmentation results . In general . t he noise
smoot hing performance will be best at a cert ain iterati on . Too many it era t ions may
oversmoot h the tes t ed image . However. for segme ntat ion purposes . more iterative
applicat ions of t he filters seem to prod uce an image the histogr am of which has
deeper valleys and higher peaks. as is desira ble for histogram t hresholdi ng. More
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detailed tests and discussion are provided in the next two chapters.
3 .2.5 Hi stogram thresholding
After all iterative application of the edge-enhanced filter s, the histogram of a filtered
image typically has a mut imodal shape suitable for thre sholding. Although there are
many thresho lding schemes that have been proposed . the Gaussian smoothin g and
valley seeking algorithm proposed by Tsai is a good choice, as it is faster and more
accurate than other widely used between-class variance and entropy method s [50].
A detai led description of Tsai's work has been provided in the literat ure review in
Section 2.4.3. It is wort h mention ing that in Tsai's work, t he number of classes in
the image shou ld be provided as an input parameter to cont rol the convolution of the
Gaussian kernel. In my research, I use the number of repeated convolution s as an
input parameter for the Gaussian smoothing algorith m. Th e number of convolut ion
is very important for the final segmentation stage . A large number of convolutions
will produce fewer image regions in the result. More deta iled result s and discussion
will be provided in the next two chapters.
3.3 Overall approach
Figure 3.2 shows the flowdiagram of my overall approach for segmenting SAR images.
The iterative app licat ion of the 1tSP-RoA edge detector and the modified filter is
called the edge-enhanced filter. The MSP-RoA is appl ied 011 each iteration. The
thres hold Tr is set to a value between 0.4-0.8 in the first iteration (detailed discussion
on the setting of the threshold value can be found in [18, 19]). After each application,
this value increases by 0.025 (this was obta ined by testing numerous images) and
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Figure 3.2: Flow diagram of overall aproach
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the window size of the edge detector decreases by 2 (unt il window size equals 3, the
sma llest size) as the noise level decreases, so that the edge detector can detect more
true and fine edges. These parameters are chosen by expe riments , Results will be
shown in the next two chapters. For computational savings . we could alternatively
simply apply the '-ISP· RoA met hod once prior to filtering and re-use the result on
each iteration. Also, the modified ~ISP-RoA edge detector can be used to produ ce
an edge map instead. of original method.
In this research, the edge-enh anced mean and median filters were initially tested .
However, the edge-enhan ced Lee mutiplicative filter shows the more significant im-
provement in filtering as well as in segmentation performance . So, more tests have
been performed based on the edge-enhan ced Lee multipli cat ive filter.
Because the edge information is used in the sta tistical calculat ion of the edge-
enhanced Lee multipli cati ve filter , t he shape and window size are redefined in the
act ual calculat ion of statistical est imates. Th erefore. even if a large filtering window is
chosen, it still preserves fine features and keeps computational efficiency. Moreover. a"
is calcu lated automatically and u sed to contro l t he filtering process on each iteration.
The thresholding stage includes Gaussian smoothing and valle)' seeking algorithms ,
and prod uces the final segmented image. T he number of convolut ions in Gaussian
smoothi ng algorit hm dete rmines the number of classes that will be detected in t he
segmented image. By experimen ts, I found that 5 or 6 times of convolut ions ca n
produ ce a good result in the implementation.
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3.4 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, I described my proposed segmentation meth od based on histogram
thres holding and a rati o-based edge derec rior used in conjunct ion with an it era tive
applica tion of a modi fied speckl e-reducing filter . Test resu lts of t his edge-enhanced
segmentation method on synthetic and real SAR images as well as their comparis io n
with those Irom Lee an d J u rkevich's method will be provided in t he next two chapters.
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Chapter 4
Test results on synthetic images
4. 1 Introduct ion
Th e previous cha pters of t bts thesis have discussed t he de velopm ent of various seg-
ment ation methods , and . to some extent , filtering and edge de tectio n methods for
speckle corru pted images. Th is cha pte r focuses 0 0 t he pe rformance of my proposed
segmen t at ion met hod and its co m parison wit h Lee an d J urkeviea 's method for seg-
ment ing SAR ima ges.
it is worth noting th at in th is chapter as well as in t he next chapter. the au -
tomatic esti ma tio n of u. and a uto mat ic histogram thr esh old ing are used in Lee and
J ur kevich's met hod . making our implementation an improvement over the orignal Lee
and Jur kevicb's segmentation scheme. So. in fact . references to Lee and Jurkevich's
met hod in th ese two chapte rs deno te the improved Lee and Ju r kevich 's method. lm-
age processi ng resu lts of segme ntation . filterin g and Mg t' de tec tion are presented as
well as performance measures an d discussion.
T he test images used in this t hes is include both sy nthetic an d real SAR ima ges .
In t his chap te r. only synt het ic image resul ts are discussed . T he resu lts for real SAR
images will be presen ted in t he next cha pter . Th e di fference between real SAR images
and synthetic SAR images is th at the re are no very high cont rast regions in real SAR
images as in some syn thetic images . The synt hetic image used in t his chapter is a
comb ination of 3 different ima ges with different regions of cont rast . so it may be more
difficult for segmentatio n t han the real SAR images .
4 .2 Methodology
In this section • • -e will have a brief introduction to the synt het ic images used for
testing and the speckle simula tion meth od used for genera t ing th ese ima ges. Merbods
of measur ing perfo rmance will also be addr essed.
All images are sto red in files wit h pixel value ranging £rom (0-2551. Although
th e values are sto red in ..byte " ("char" ill "C+ + " ) former to mini mize space. all
processing was done wit h dou ble precision. All algor ith ms are wri tt en in t he MC++ M
program ming lan guage to run und er th e SunOS Release 4.1.3 ope rat ing system on a
Sun SPARe 10 worksta t ion .
4 .2.1 Test data
For testing with synthetic images . th e algorithms are a pplied to t h ree d ifferent images
named Bars. Annular and Balloon. T he first two images are fai rly si mple. artificially
created with high cont rast , contai ning two gray levels and chosen to de mons trate
the algorithms ' ability in edge preservation . The third image is a more complicated
phot ographic image with many shapes and edges of di ffere nt contrast . T hese three
images are combined in a single image cal led Com bine which is shown in F igure 4.1.
Figure -l.I : Origi nal image Gambiru:
T his par ticular image is the clean. original image Cor further study.
Two different images GombiueGOR J and CombiueC OR fire shown ill Ftgu re ·1.2
(a) and (b). These are generated using a speck le model and svnthetu- um--luok and
four-look amplitude SAR speckle (55]. respectively. It is 1I0t feasible to provide aJl
result s Cor both one-look and four-look speckled images. H O\WWf. since in III OS I C<!.."l'S
SAR Images are multi-look ami since four-look is a wry r-orumon C!lOiCE'. only the
result s of processing the four-look speckle degraded image of Figure -l.2 (h) will Iw
presented.
4. 2 .2 S peck le s im u la t io n
The speckle in Figure .,1.2 is simulated h~' a method proposed bv Zaman and \l olollt'y
[551. A multiplicat ive convolution model (Equa tion 2.2) has been used for xpeckh-
simulation. The first step is to generate a two dimen sional noise field. :\ oiSl' samples
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Figure 4.2: Speckle corru pted images: (a) CombilleCOR1 , l -look: (b) CombitteC OH,
-l-Iook.
from an exponential or ~.squared dist ribution are used for generating one-look or
mulrl-took speckled images. respective ly. ThE' ~-squared dist ribution has its number
of degrees of freedom twice that of the number of looks. Th E'next step is to multiply
each ideal image pixel pointwise with samples drawn from the noise fill' of interest
depending on the desired number of looks. Thus the multip licative part of the model
is generated. To take the correla t ion property of speckle into account . it is necessary
to know or assume the PSF or impulse response of an imaging system. Since the
present work involves SAR speckle simulation, a hypothetical but realistic impulse
response for a SAR system is chosen. The assumed impulse response has a circular ly
symmet ric Gaussian shape. the edge of which is taken to be 10 decibels below the
peak value. T his response was init ially usedby Hudson and Jernigan [2i J. T he result-
ing multiplicative image is then convolved with the given SAR PSF and a synthet ic
amp litude speckle SAR image is thus obtained which has the expect ed stat istics of
such an image, as verified by our automated calculat ion of CIt! or by manual choice of
homogeneous regions 15, 6}. For t he four-look speckled image. the stan dard deviation
to mean rat io calculated over homogeneous regions of differing average intens ity is
approximately 0.218, close to the theoretical value of 0.25. T he corre lation coeffi-
cienr between horizont al and vert ical neighbouring pixels is appr oxima tely 0..19. and
between diagonal neighbours approximately 0.25.
4.2. 3 Performance measures
A traditi onal measure of noise smoot hing is the Mean Square Error (MSE). When
working with synthetic image data. the uncorrupted image is assum ed to be known.
Hence, the global Y1SE for the noisy image and filtered images can be calculated when
we test the syntheti c images. A commonly usedspeckle suppressi on measu re for SAR
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images is (1 . , the ratio of the standard deviat ion to mean in homogeneous areas. In
this work. (1 . is automatically calculated from the image using tbe met hod described
in Section 2.3.2. The performance of filtering and segmentation are also eval uated by
visual inspection.
4 .3 Results on synthetic image
In th is section , one set of lest results on the image of Figure ~.2 (b) will be pre-
sented . The images result ing from th e proposed edge-enhanc ed segmenta tion method
as well as Lee and Jurkevi cb's metbod are compared. Fixed parame ters are chosen
to illustra te the performan ce of the algorithms. More det ailed discussions on various
combinations of input param eters will be add ressed in the next sect ion.
4.3 .1 Segmen tation of clean image
T he clean image Combine has a mulrimodal histogram suita ble for histogram thresh-
olding . shown in Figure 4A (a). Csing Gaussian smoothi ng and the val ley seeking
algorith m implemented in this research for histogram thresholding, this image can
be segmented as shown in Figure 4.3 into 16 regions. The parameters for Gaussian
smoothing an 5 convolutions with a Gaussian kernel of width 3. Discussions on
how to choose proper Gaussian smoot hing param eters will be presented in th e next
section.
4 .3 .2 Hi s togram
The clean, original image Combin e bas a distinctiv e multimodal histogram and it is a
easy task to segment such an image. However, the histogram of the speckle corrup ted
Figure 4.3: Segmenta t ion of clean image Combine
image Combine COR is complicated by the presence of speck le noise. which ma kes
auto matic segment atio n of such an image difficult. Figure 4.4 (a ) and (h) show the
histogram s of Combin e and combine COR, respectively.
4.3.3 F ilt erin g resu lts
T he pro posed edge-enhanced filters include the edge-enha nced mean and media n
filters and t he edge-en hanced Lee mult iplicative filter . The results of tbese edge-
enha nced filters as well as th e result of the itera tive Lee mul tip licat ive filter will hl'
presente d in t his section. Discussions 0 11 the performances of these different f il ters will
also be addressed. As noted previously, after speckle redu cing filter ing. the resulting
image sho uld haw a multim odal histogram suitable for thresholding.
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Figure 4.4 : Histograms of (a) Comb1ne; (b) CombineCOR
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Iterative Lee multiplicative filter
The iterative appli cation of Lee multiplicative filter is tested on Comb1neCOR. In the
original Lee and Jurkevich method (31], knowledge of the standard deviation of the
speckle, av is required , and in an iterative implementation. at. is required as an input
parameter at each iteration. In the original Lee and Ju rkevich implementa tion . thi s
parameter was unchanged from iteration to iteration although the actual value may
change. In our implementation, at each iteration av is automatically estimated from
the image by a method described in Section 2.3.2 and used to contr ol the filtering
of that iteration. Figure 4.5(a) shows the result of smoothing CombineCOR by t he
iterative Lee multiplicative filter , using a window size of 11x l l on each of 3 iterations.
E dge-enhanced Lee multi pli ca ti ve filter
To compare the proposed edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filter with the iterative
Lee multiplicative filter , we chose the same filtering parameters: window size 11 x
11, 3 iterations. The MSP-RoA edge detector's input parameters are: window size
11 x 11, threshold T, = 0.72. we chose these parameters beca use this combination
of parameters tends to produce good filter ing result. More detailed discussions on
different combinations of parameters will be presented in the next section. Figure 4.5
(b), Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) show the edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filtered result ,
the rvlSP-RoA edge map before the first iteration and the final ~fSP-RoA edge map
before the thi rd iteration, respect ively.
Edge-enha nced mean and m edian fil t er s
The edge-enhanced mean and median filters are the simplest edge-enhanced filters
and are the starting point of this research . Altho ugh the performance is not as good
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Figure 4.5: Filtering results for CornbineCO R, mask 11 x 11. 3 iterat ions: (a) Using
iterative Lee multi plica tive filter; (b) Using edge-enhanced Lee mult iplica tive filter.
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Figure 4.6: MSP-RoA ed
third iteration of the ed ge map of ComJnneCOR (a) Her.ge-enhanced Lee multiplicative Blo
re
filtering; (b) Before the
tee.
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Figure 4.7: Edge-e nhanced mean and median filtering result for CombineCOR
as that of th e edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filter, t hese filters are still fairly good
in preserving edges and smoothing speckle noise. Figure 4. 'j shows the result of
the edge-en hanced mean and media n filte rs when app lied to Combifi cCOH. All t he
parameters are the same as the edge-enhanced Lee mult iplicative filter except tha t a
sma ller filteri ng window size 3 x 3 is chosen ill order 1I0t to oversmootb region s Il t';11
fine features .
Di scussion
The i\ISE between CombineCOR and Combin e is 751, while 0., for CombineCOH is
0.218. For the result of th e ite rat ive Lee multiplicative filter shown ill Figure -l.5(a).
a" is reduced to 0.014 and ),ISE is reduced t.o 230. while for t.he result of t he proposed
edge-en ha nced Lee mult iplicat ive filter shown in Figure 4.5(b) , at, is reduced to 0.014
and ~ISE is redu ced to 158. Although t he a" for both results are the same indica ting
similar noise smoothing ill homogeneous regions, the ~ISE indicates t.hat the edge-
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enhanced Lee multi plicative filter performs bette r than the iterative Leemulriplicarive
filter in noise smoothing , especially near edges . Moreover. we can see tha t in Figure
-I.5(a), the speckle noise is preserved in edge areas. while in Figure -I.5(b ). rb e edges
are sharp and the noise is reduced in high variance areas as well as in low variance
areas. Overall , the edge-enhanced Lee multiplicat ive filter is an improve me nt eve r
iterat ive Lee multi plicative filter.
For the performanc e of the edge-enhanced mean and median filters sho.....n in F igure
-1.7, the ~fSE is 275 and tT. is 0.06. From th ese performance measures. it St"E'rRS
tha t this result is the worst one. However, from visual inspect ion. we can find tha t
in edge areas, the noise is smoothed while edge sharp ness is retained . which in this
regard is better than the itera tive Leemult iplicat ive 6.Itering result . For segment ation
purposes. after several iterations of the edge-enhan ced mean and median filte ring
followed by histogram thresholding, the resulti ng segmented image will have simp le
and accurate edges and homogeneous regions which may be better tban tbe it erative
Leemultiplicati ve filter based segmentat ion result . Some of the results can be found
in {28].
Beca use the edge-en han ced Leemultiplicative filter is the best of the edge-enhanced
filters developed in this research , we will focus on it in the further tests and d iscus-
stone.
For the MSP·RoA edge detect or, we can see that the edge map is refined aft er
several app lications because tbe noise is smoot hed. Moreover by decreasing the win-
do..... size and increasing tbe threshold, we tend to detect more significan t edges in
small regions such as the DarTOW st ripes in Balloon.
4.3.4 Hi st ogra m thresholding
The iterative application of a speckle reducin g filter tends to produce an ima ge with
a multimodal histogram suit able for thres holding. Figure 4.8 (a) and (b) show the
histograms of the iterative Lee multiplicative filtered image and edge-enhanced Lee
multiplicative filtered image , respectively. It is clearly shown that compared with the
iterative Lee multiplicative filter , the proposed method produces deeper valleys and
higher peaks in the histogram of the filtered image . This is des irable for histogram
t hresholding.
Small fluctuations in the histog rams of the filtered images may generate many
false peaks and valleys. In order to find the proper peaks and valleys at varyin g
levels of thresholding, we use a Gaussian kernel to smooth t he histograms. Here, we
find that the use of a one-d imensional Gaussian kernel of widt h 3 app lied 5 times
will produce good result s for the test images. More discussions on this issue will he
presented in the next section . Figure 4.8 (c) and (d) show t he smoothed histograms
of Figure 4.8 (a ) and (b), respectively. It is worth noting that more sma ll regions are
preserved in Figure 4.8(d ) than in Figure 4.8(c). This may be due to the abilit y of
edge-enhanced filter to preserve fine features .
4. 3. 5 Segmented images
The histogram thresholding algorithm seeks valleys in the smoothed histogram of the
filtered image ; pixels whose gray levels lie between two adjacent valleys ar e assigned
to the same region . Figure 4.9 (a) and (b) show the segmentation result s of th e
iterative Lee filtered image and the edge-enhanced Lee filtered imag e, respectively.
It can he seen in Figure 4.9 (a) that some of the st ripes in Balloo n are not very
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(a}
(e)
(b)
(d)
Figure 4.8: Histogram s of filtered image of CombineCOR : (a) After itera t ive Lee
multiplicative filter ; (b) After edge-enhanced Lee multipli cative filter ; (c) Gaussian
smoothing of (a ); (d ) Gaussian smoothing of (b).
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clean and homogeneous. Thi s is because of the poor performance of the iterative Lee
multipli cative filter in edge areas which did not produ ce deep "alleys in these small
regions. Another problem is th at ther e are many small dots on th e edges and the
edges are not clean and sharp . Thi s is because the LE"e multipli cative filter preserves
speckle noise in high variance areas. Compared to Figure .J.9 (a). Frgur c 4.9 (b)
shows a better segmented image which separ at es the regions which han' great gra~'
level differences as well as small gray level differences. The edges are very sha rp
and clean , while most regions are homogeneous and clean . However, there are st ill
some black and white dots in the Bars and Annular. This is because the noise is
too strong in these particular areas and is not sufficient ly smoot hed in th e filtering
stage . Th ere are 11 regions in Figure 4.9 (a) and 12 regions in Figure 4.9 (b). MOf(~
false regions are prod uced in the edge areas in Figu re 4.9 (a) , while some fine regions
are lost or merged. In Figure 4.9 (b), the region location s and numbers are similar
to those of the segmentation of the clean image shown in Figure -t.S. Overall . the
edge-enhanced segmentation method produ ces better result than does the Lee and
Jurkevich 's method.
4.4 M ore result s
In the previous section , fixed parameters are chosen for illust rating the performance
of the different stages in the filtering and segmentation algorithms, with the resulti ng
images presented for comparison. In this sect ion, different combinat ions of the inpu t
para mete rs are chosen for more detailed exaiminat ion of the performance of the al-
gorithms. Quan titative measures such as 0".. and 1fSE are presented as well as some
resulting images to show the visual qualities.
5i
[a]
(h)
Figure -1.9: Segmentation results Oil CombineCOR: (a) 13a.<;I-d on iterative Lee multi-
plicative filter; (b) Based on edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filter
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4 .4.1 Filtering re su lts
Leeand J urkevich's segmentation me t hod and th e proposed edge-enhan ced ~enta­
no n method are al l based. on t he itera tive application of a speck le reduci ng filter. The
Lee and .Iurkevtch 's method uses the iterat ive Lee mul t iplica tive filt er while the edge-
enhanced segmen tation met hod uses the proposed edge-e nhanced Lee multiplicative
61ter. The quali ty of the segmented image is highly dependant on the filr ers ablity to
remove noise whi le preserving sharp edges. In th is section , di fferent combi nations of
parameters of both filters are used for test ing. Quantit ati ve measu res are presented
for comparison .
Tab le 4..1 shows quantitat ive measures of the pe rformance of th e iterau ve Lee
multiplicat ive filt er when app lied to CombineCOR . while Ta ble 4.2 sho ws the same
results from the edge-enhanced Leemultip licative filter on the same image . The ~ISP·
RoA parameters are fixed in th e edge-enhanced filter , namely window size II x I L,
th reshold T~ = 0.72 an d corre lat ion param eter D = L T he edge det ector produces
a new edge estimat ion on each ite ration. I choose th ese par ameters for the ),ISP-
RoA method because th ey can produce a good edge map as shown in figure ..& .6 .
);Ioreover. choosing th ese parameters tends to prod uce good filtering results. This
will be discussed in mo re detail la ter.
Discuss ion
f or the synt het ic image CombineCOR, Table 4.1 and 4.2 show t ha t the iterat ive
a pplications of both filters tend to sup press the speck le, an d a~ tends to reach a
lowest value after several iterations. Somet imes a~ ma~t become a little bit bigber
tb an Ona pre vious ite rati on . Th is is likely caused by t he esti ma tion erro r of 0". which
is automa ticall y calculated from th e imag e. However , t he overal l tendency is for a.
at!after iteration (Original: 0.218) ~ISE (Original: 751)
Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3 x 3 window 0.132 0.092 0.081 0.055 0.051 343 267 240 228 224
5 x 5 window 0.078 0.051 0.036 0.029 0.023 240 206 199 198 200
7 x 7 window 0.050 0.032 0.025 0.015 0.014 215 202 201 203 207
9 x 9 window 0.041 0.032 0.013 0.015 0.014 217 211 212 216 221
11 x 11 window 0.030 0.028 0.014 0.014 0.014 228 227 229 233 239
Table 4.1: Quantitative measures of iterative Lee multiplicative filter
at!after iteration (Original: 0.218) MSE (Original: 751)
Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3 x 3 window 0.132 0.083 0.070 0.059 0.050 342 264 234 219 211
5 x 5 window 0.079 0.057 0.044 0.033 0.030 249 204 188 181 179
7 x 7 window 0.068 0.035 0.036 0.027 0.023 211 178 172 169 169
9 x 9 window 0.053 0.031 0.029 0.025 0.013 192 169 165 165 166
11 x 11 window 0.045 0.048 0.014 0.013 0.016 181 165 158 160 162
Table 4.2: Quantitative measures of edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filter
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to become smaller until it reaches a lowest value. Th e filtering window size has a
great effect on the performances of the filters . When a larger window size is chosen.
(J" goes down faster . This is because the averaging process over a large window size
prod uces a more smoot hed image more quickly.
For the iterative Lee multi plicative filter , when examining the ~'lSE in Table ..U ,
we can find that the performance becomes better when we increase the window size
until it reaches a certain value, and afte r that , it will become worse. Thi s is because
too large a window size tends to oversmooth some small regions and to keep more
noise in regions near edges. Also, the ~ISE has a lowest value after several iterations
and th en it rises again . So, it is important to choose prop er parameters to get the
best performance. T he best performance for the iter ati ve Lee multiplicat ive filter
when applied to Combine COR is MSE = 198, Ut! =0.029. The input parameters are
window size 5 x 5, 4 iterations.
For the M5E measu re of the edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filter when applied
to CombineCO R, Tab le 4.2 shows that the change of input parameters has an influence
on the performan ce which is similar to the Lee filter. However, t he best performance
is obtai ned when the window size is 11x II , much larger than the 5 x 5 for the iterative
Lee multiplicative filter . This is because the edge map changes the shap e and size
of the neighbourhood involved in stat ist ical calculations. So even large window sizes
will not destroy image detail.
The quantita tive measures shows that for the ite rat ive Lee mult iplicative filter ,
(J" is reduced more quickly than with th e edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filter.
Th is is because the edge-enhanced Lee filter only uses the sam ples along the eight
di rections in the filtering window so that the number of samples in the local window
is less than that used in the iterat ive Lee filter . Thus , the edge-enhanced Lee filter
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does not smooth as quickly as the iterative Lee filter. However. when th e ite ra t ions
increase and th e filt ering window is enlarged . o. will reach a lowest va lue for bo t h
filters. Compari ng Table 4.1 with 4.2. 1lI.~ can find that the edge-enhanced Lee filter
has bett er performance (best is M SE = 158, u . = 0.014) than that of the iterative
Leefilter (best is MSE = 198 . 0 " =0.029) . Furthermore. visual exam ina tion of t he
filtered images show tbat my proposed filter bas a great improvement ove r th e iterative
Lee filter in edge areas and in small regions. which leads to a better performance for
furth er segmenta tion application. This is de monstr ated . for example. in Figur e 4.10.
which shows th ese twO "best " results on Combln~COR.
4.4 .2 Use of M SP-RoA method in filt ering
Th e edge-enhan ced filter can be used with th e MSP-RoA edge detec tor genera t ing
a new edge map in each iteration . However, since tbe MSP-RoA can produce very
good estimations of edge maps for SAR images. even with significan t speckle noise .
we can choose to simply app ly it once only prior to filteri ng and to re-use the edge
map result on each iterat ion. thus saving computat ional time . Tabl e 4.3 shows t he
filtering results when using t he edge detector once or iter a tively. The ~[SP·RoA
parame ters are th e sam e: window size 11 )( 11. t hreshold T. = o.n an d corr elation
parameter D = 1. The filterin g window size is 11 )( 11. Th e overall best perfo rman ce
for the Once set is cr. = 0.0 14. MSE = 160, aher 3 ite rations. a result which is very
comp eti tive with best result of the filter in the Iteratively set .
D iscussion
From Tab le 4.3, it can be seen that there is not much significant difference in t he
performance of t he filte r when using th e MSP- RoA edge detector once or iter atively.
6'
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10: Comparison of filters ap plied to Comb i1leCO R: (a ) Best smoothing h,\'
iterative Lee filter, 5 x 5 window, 4 itera tio ns; (b) Best smoot hing by edge-enhanced
Lee filter , 11 x 11 window, 3 iterat ions.
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q. after iteration ( Ori ginal: 0.218 ) M5E (Origina l: 751) I
Iteration 1 12 13 I, 15 1 12 13 I, I 5 1
MSp·RoA once 0.045To.0481 0.01' 10.014 I0.014 181 1 1661 160 1 1631 1661
:\ISp·RoA Iterat ively 0.045 10.048 I0.014 I0.013 10.016 181 1 165 1158 1 160 1 162 1
Table -1.3: Edge-enhanced filtering perfonn ance when using }ISP· RoA once or using
it iteratively in each ap plication of the filter
However, to obtain more accurate edge locations and bett er smoothed result in edge
areas. the iterat ive application of MSP-RoA detector tends to provide better filtering
results . This is because after each iteration. the noise will be smoothed and the re-
estimation of edges will be less affected by t he noise art ifacts , which tends to allow
more accurate edge maps to be produced .
4.4 .3 MSP -RoA paramet ers
For the edge-enhanced Leefilter, the selection of MSP-RoA parameters is very impor-
tant for the filtering results . The better the edge map is. the better is the performance
of the filter. T..ble 4.4 shows the results of using different combinations of ~ISp·RoA
parameters (D = 1 in all cases) with a filtering window size of It x 11 and 1 iteratio n
at edge-enhanced Lee filter.
Disc ussion
Table 4.4 shows that t he choice of MSP·RoA parameters is crucial to the performance
of the proposed filter . parti cularly in terms of MSE. The best parameters seem to be
window size 9 x 9 or 11 x 11, with .. threshold Tr around 0.7. These prod uced the
best results with the test image Combine COR. Different images may have different
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u. (Origi nal: 0.218) MSE (Or1g1nal: 75 1) I
T, 0.' 10.6 10.7 10.8 0.' 10 6 10.7 I 08 !
MSP·Ro A window 9 x 9 0.046 10.04' I0.04' I0.049 204 1 1s.; 1 181 1 1991
MSp·R oA window 11 x 11 0.060 10.04' I0.0" I0.043 2061 186 1 181 1 189 1
Ta ble 4.4: Performance of t he ed ge-enh anced Lee filter when c:hoosing different pa.
ramet ers for MSP-RoA edge detector
characteristics and th e best MSP· RoA param eters may vary corres ponding ly.
4.4.4 Mod ified MSP-RoA met hod
The performanc e of th e edg e-enhanced Lee mult ip licati ve filter depends on the per-
forma nce of t he ra tio based edge detector. As described in Section 3.2.3 . ""e have
slightly modified the originaJ MSP·RoA method by assigning weights to the pixe ls in
the averaging process in order not to degrade edge st rengt h for very fine edges .....hen
a large window size is used (refer to Section 3.2 .3. Ta ble -1.5 shows a compa rison
of th e performance of filter using t he original MSP·RoA method and the mod ified
meth od . The edge det ector parameters are t he sam e: window size 11 x 11. threshold
T; = 0.72, D = 1. Th e edge detectors are used only once and the edge ma ps re-used
in each itera tion of the filtering process. The filter window size is 11 x 11. Figu re
·U l shows th e edge map generated by modi6ed MSP-RoA method on CombineCOR
and th e filtered resul ts based on th is edge map afte r 3 it erat ions.
D isc uss ion
Ta ble 4.5 illust rates tha.t th e modified MSP·RoA method im proves th e filtering pe rfor-
mance compared to the original MSP·RoA met hod in :vISE measu re. Th is is because
ss
[a]
(b)
Figure .1.11: Demonstr ation of using t he modified ~tSP.RoA : (a) Edge ma p hl'(on'
filter ing: (b) Edge-enhanced filtered result. window size 11 x 11. 3 iterations.
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{]., (Original: 0.218) after iteration MSE ( Original, 751)
Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
MSP -RoA 0.045 0.048 0.014 0.014 0.014 181 166 160 163 166
Modified 0.044 0.048 0.014 0.013 0.015 178 161 154 156 158
Table 4.5: Performance of filter with original and modified ~fSP-RoA edge detector
the weights assigned to each pixel tend to preserve fine edges. However, some false
edges are also preserved in this process as shown in Figure 4.11 (a), which leads to
a more spotty filtering result , as shown in Figure 4.11 (b) . From visual inspection,
Figure 4.11 (b) shows more small dots in apparently homogeneous image regions than
ar e seen in Figure 4.5 (b) - an undesirable result for smooth ing purposes. More work
is needed in modifying the MSP-RoA method in order to improve both edge detection
and the use of its edge maps in filtering application.
4.4.5 Number of iterat ions
For segmentation purposes , the iterative application of the edge-enhanced filter tend s
to produce deep valleys and high peaks in the image histogram. Too many iterations
of the filter may oversmooth the regions , which is not desirable for filtering pur-
poses . However, for segmentation pu rposes , more iterations tend to produce better
segmented images because the valleys are deeper and peaks are higher in the his-
togram. Figure 4.12 show both a filtering result and the corresponding segmentation
result on Combine COR , using the edge-enhanced segmentation method. The filter-
ing parameters are the same as those used in Figure 4.5 (b), except that the number
of iterations is 10 (as opposed to 3 iterations for Figure 4.5 [bj}. Th e histogram
thresholding parameters are the same as was used in obtaining Figure 4.9 (b).
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(hi
FigUT('4.12: More iterations: (a) Filtered image ; (b) Segment ed im age .
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Figure 4.13: Histogram of F igure 4.12 (a) .
DiscussioD
In terms of noise smoot hing measu re, the MSE for Figu re 4.12 (a) is 18i' which is
greate r than the MSE of 158 for Figure 4.5 (b). T his shows th a t more ite rations
cversmcora the image which is Dot desirab le for noise smoothing. However, the
segmentat ion result shown in F igure 4.12 (b) is better than t be segm entati on result
on Figure 4.5 (b), as shown in Figu re 4.9 (b) . For exam ple, there are fewer black d ots
in Bars and Anrnd4rand t he st ri pes in Balloonare mo re homogenous . The numbe r of
regions in Figure 4.12 (b ) is 12, t he same as in Figure 4.9 (b). But overall. in Figu re
-1.12 (b), t he segme nted im age regions are more homogenous, have fewer holes. and
with regions tha t are more dearly separated . These resul ts are du e to t he increased
filtering which resu lted in much deeper valleys and higher peaks in ima ge histogram.
Figure 4.13 shows th e histogram of Figure 4.12 (a ), before Gauss ian smoothing, which
may be com pared 'llVith th e histogram of F igure 4.8 (b) .
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4 .4 .6 Gaussian smoothin g
Th e number of convolutioDS used in th e Gaussi an smoo thi ng of an imag e histogram
bas an effect on th e num ber of regions det ected . Th e more th e histogram is smoo t hed.
the fewer regions will be produced. For a SAR image, it can be difficult to te ll how
man y regions are expec ted to bedet ect ed because we may not kno w the exact number
of classes in the image. By experiments , we found that 5 or 6 passes of the convolut ion
kernel may be suitable for Gaussi an smoo t hing for the ComblneC OR. because too
many convolut ions may oversmoot h t he histogram which leads to t he loss of some
regions.
4.5 Con clusion
Overall. t he test resu lts on the synthe tic image CombineCOR show that the pro-
posed edge-enhanced segm enta tion meth od performs bet ter than Lee and J urkevicb 's
method in both filtering and segme nta tion. T he performance of th e proposed met hod
depends on the edge detector, the Dumber of ite rati ons , Gaussian histogr am smoo t h-
ing. etc. For filteri ng purposes , t he 'best ' par ame te r setting may be filtering window
size 11 x 11. 3 iterations. MSP·RoA window size 11 x 11. T~ = 0.72. D = I. For
segmentation purposes. all the par am et ers are the same excep t th a t th e numbe r of
filteri ng processes increases to around 10. Furt her research is reco mmended on the
improvement of edge det ector. modi fication of othe r sta tist ical filters and compa rison
with other segmentatio n methods .
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Chapter 5
Test results on SAR images
5.1 Introduction
Th e previous chapter provided test resul ts on synthetic images together wit h some
discussion of appropriate parameter settings for various algorithm s. T his cha pter will
focus on the performance of the proposed segmen ta tion method. and a compariso n
lR.;tb tee and J urkevich's method when tested on real SAR images . The test images
are four-look airborne SAR images prepared by Ward (531. wit h the original da ta as
provided by th e Canada Cent er for Remote Sens ing (CCRS) . Because we ca nnot know
t he noise-free images. as requi red for ),15E calc ulation. only CT. and visual inspection
are used in measuring noise smoot hing and segm entation performance.
5.2 SAR images
T\\1) SAR images, cal led Fields and Industry ar e chosen for testing T hese images
represent typical SAR images which contain large sperated regions and /o r some smal l
7i
busy areas . The image Field.!is a simple image which contains only a few regions such
as woods and fields . Th e image I",dwtry is a more difficult image for segmenta tion
because it contains many classes and some image areas are \~I). busy. Figure 5. l( a1
and (b) show the image Field.!and IndWl"J, respect ively.
5 .3 Results on SAR im ages
In this section, one set of test results on the images of Figu re 5.1 will be present ed.
The images result ing from the edge-enhanced segmentation method as _ II as from
Lee and Jurkevicb 's method are compared. More detailed discussions on vario us
combinat ions of input param eters will be addressed in the next section.
5.3 .1 Hist ogram
Figure 5.2 shows the histogr ams of Fields and Industry. Th ese plots demonstrate that
these SAR images have unimodal histograms. due largely to the presence of speck le
noise. Thus it would be difficult to segment these image di rectl y using histogram
thresholding.
5.3 .2 Fil t er in g res ul t s
The filtering results of the iterat ive Lee filte r and edge-enhanced lee filter are ecm,
pared . Tests on bot h images show tha t the edge-enhanced scheme performs better in
noise smoothing and edge preserving.
7'2
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.1: Multi-look airborne SAR image: (a) Fields: (b) Industry.
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(b)
f igure 5.2: Histograms: fa) Fit:lds; (b) Ind1l.ftry .
7.
It er a t ive Lee mul tiplicative filt er
The results obtained by the iterative application of the Let- mult iplicat ive filter to
Fields and Industry are shown in Figure 5.3. The same parameters are used in both
tests . namely window size of 11 x 11 and 10 iterations. The choice of these parameters
are basedon the experiments with SAR test images. These images are not too busy.
so the window sizes from 7 x 7 to 11 x 11 should be fine. More iterations will
produce deeper valleys and higher peaks in the image histograms which is desirable
for segmentation purposes. So we choose 10 for the number of ite rat ions.
Ed ge-enhanced Lee mul ti pli ca ti ve filte r
T he edge-enhanced Lee filter results are presented with filtering window size of 11 x
11, 10 iterat ions, MSP· RoA window size of 3 x 3, MSP· RoA threshold T; = 0.5,
correlat ion par amet er D = 1. Th e ~fSP-RoA meth od estimates the edge map before
each iteration. Figure 5.4 (a) and (b) and show the ~ISP-RoA edge map before the
first iteration and the !\ISP-Ro A edge map before the final iterat ion. respectively.
when tested on Fields, while Figure 5.5 (a) and (b) show the same edge maps when
tested on Industry . Figure 5.6 (a) and (b) show the filtered results of the two tested
images, respecti vely.
Discu ss ion
Figure 5.3 shows that the iterative Lee multipli cat ive filter smooths the homogenous
regions. For image Fields, (Jv is reduced from 0.278 to 0.021, while for image Indu .'1try ,
it is reduced from 0.253 to 0.016. However. in the result s of both test images, noise
is preserved in edge areas and some fine features are blurred.
B~' cont rast, Figure 5.6 shows that the edge-enhanced filtered images haw noise
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(a)
(1))
Figure 5.3: Iter at ive LN' multip licative filtered result of (a) Fields: (I» 11ll1u.~t ry.
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(aJ
(b )
Figure 5.4: MSP-RoA edge maps of F1d dr. (a ) Before filtering; (b) Before the final
iterati on of edge-enhanced Lee multiplicative filter .
rt
(a j
(b)
Figure 5.5: MSP-RoA edge maps of lndw try; (a) Before filtering; (b) Before tbe final
iteration of edge-enhanced Lee multiplicati ve filter.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6: Edge-enh anced Lee filtered result of (a) Fields: (b) Indu.~try.
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removed in both low and high variance regions, fine featu res preserved, and sharp
edges retained even after several iterations. Thi s yields improvement s over the itera-
tlve Lee filtered results shown in Figure 5.3. In the edge-enhanced Lee filtered im~g('S.
{}tJ is reduced from 0,278 to 0.021 for Fields and from 0.253 to 0.010 for Industrq.
Overall. though there is no significant difference in the reduction of {}" by both
filters. Visual inspection shows that the proposed edge-enhanced Lee filter perflJrms
better than iterative Lee filter , especially in noise smoothing in edge areas and in
retai ning fine featur es.
A small window size is chosen for the ~tSP-RoA edge detector in the edge,
enhanced Lee filter. T his is because the real SAR images have many small and narrow
regions and choosing a small window tends to preserve these regions after itenn ivl;'
filter ing, Although due to the speckle noise, many false edges are included in the first
itera tion, as shown in Figure 5.4 (a) and Figure 5.5 (a) , t he final edge maps eXClude
false edges as the speckle is removed after several iterat ions. Th e refined edge nraps
shown in Figure 5A (b) and Figure 5.5 (b) indicate that the iterative eppli caricj, of
the ~ISP-RoA method can provide good edge estimates.
5.3.3 Histogram thresholding
T he iterative applicatio n of a speckle reducing filter will tend to produce an illtage
with a multimoda l histogram suitable for thresholding. Figure 5.7 (a) and (b) Show
the histograms of the Lee filtered result s of Fields and Industry, respectively, while
Figure 5.7 (c) and (d) show the histograms of the edge-enhanced Lee filtered results
of these two images, respect ively.
It is clear that compared with the itera tive Lee filter, my proposed method pro-
duces deeper valleys and higher peaks in the histogram of the filtered images, which
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is desirabl e for histogram thr esholding .
Th e fluctu ati on in the histogram s of th e filtered images may genera te man y false
peaks and valleys. In order to find th e proper peaks and valleys at varyin g levels
of thresholding, we use a Gaussian kernel as in the previous chapter, to smooth the
histograms. Figure 5.8 (a ) and (b) show the Gaussian smoothed histo grams of till'
Lee filtered results of Fields and Indu.'Itry, respect ively, while Figure 5.8 (c) and (d)
show the Ga ussian smoot hed histograms of the edge-enha nced Lee filtered results of
these two images , respectivel y. The Ga ussian kernel used to smooth th e histogram s of
the filtered image of Fields is one dimensional with width 3 and is convolved with the
histogram 5 times. For Industry , the parameters for Gaussian smoothing are widt h
3, 6 iterations.
5.3 .4 Segmented im ages
T he histogram thresholding algorithm seeks valleys in th e smoothed histogram of th e
iteratively filte red image; pixels whose gray levels lie between two adjacent valleys
are assigned to the same region. Figure 5.9 (a) and (b) show the segmentation result s
based. on the Lee filtered and the edge-enhanced Lee filtered images of Fields while
Figure 5.10 (a) and (b) show the results of Industry. There are mainly two classes in
Fields , which are shown in both Figure 5.9 (a) and (b). However, in (a), the edges
between two adjacent regions are ragged and some sma ll regions are lost. While in
(h), almost all t he region s are very clearly sepa rated , t he edges are fine and even
some small regions are not merged . T his is because th e Lee filter tends to preserve
noise in edges and it oversmooth the regions after severa l iterations. By cont rast , the
edge-enhanced Lee filter smooths noise near edges without destroying the edges and
it does not merge two adjacent regions if there is an edge boundary between them .
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Figure 5.7; Histograms of filtered. jmages: (a) Fields after iterative lee filtering;
(b) /ndw Uy after iterative Leefiltering; (c) Field.!afte r edge-enhanced Lee filtering;
(d)Jndw try after edge-enhan ced Lee filtering .
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fi gure 5.8; Gaussian smoo thed histograms of filtered images: (a)Fields after Lee
filtering; (b)/ndw try afte r Lee filtering; (e) Fields after edge-enhanced filtering;
(d)/lIdu.ttry after edge-enh anc ed filtering.
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Our testing on I ndU3t"J, whic:h contains more than th ree regions ind icates that som e
regions are lost after Lee filtering . as seen in F igure 5.10 (a ), Th is problem is more
serious in busy areas . wberees in Figur e 5.10 (b). six regi ons are found and th ese
regions ar e clearly separated even in busy areas. Also , th e edges are more accu rate
and simple in Ffgure 5.10(b ) t han in Figure 5.10(a) . Overall. t he edge-enhanced
segmentat ion method is a bener solution than Lee and Jurkevich's meth od .
5.4 Overall discussion
The test resul ts show that my proposed method perfo rms better th an Lee an d Ju -
rkevich 's method in segmentation as well as in filterin g. The test results show that
when using the MSp· RoA. t be choice of paramet ers window size 3 x 3. t hres hold
T~ :::: 0.5. D ::::1 can provide good estimates of the edge maps for the test ed four- look
airborne SAR im ages . So. for segmen ta tion of tbis kind of real SA.R images. choosing
the a bove parameters is suitable for edge-enhaa eed filtering and segme nta tion . Also
by our experiments, the filtering window size of 11 x 11 and 10 iterations are good
choice>. For hist ogram threshold ing, Gaussian smoothing 5 or 6 tim es can provide a
good th resholding resu lt for these test images.
Because t here are no noise-free images for com pariso n. :\lSE ca n not be used to
measure the filtering perform ance . Various combinations of in put parameters for
filtering an used for test ing tb e performan ces of the ite ra t ive Lee mult iplica tive filter
and t he edge-enhanced Lee multi plicat ive filte r as shown in Ta ble 5.1 and Tabl e
5.2. Th ese are no sign ificant differences in the measu re of C1. for bot h filters . T ha t
means tha t in homog eneous regions, the actse smoot hing pe rformance are similar
for these two filters . However . visual inspection can clearly show that the proposed
[a]
(b)
Figure 5.9: Segmentation results of Fields: (a ) Based on iterative LN' filter : ( h ) g ased
on edge-enhanced L('(' filter .
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{a)
(h )
Figure 5.10 : Segmentation results of Indw try: (a) Based 011 iterative Lt"t, filter ; (b)
Based on edge-enhanced ike filter .
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CT. af ter itera tion (O riginal : 0.278), tested on Fields
Iterati on 1 2 3 , 3 6 , 8 9 lO j
3 x3 0.168 0.114 0.122 0.079 0.062 0.057 0.056 0.045 0.05-1 0.0-1,
5x5 0.111 0.099 0.048 0.031 0.027 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.021 0.026
7 x7 0.110 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.025 0.020 0.021 0.021 0.025 0.022
9 x 9 0.051 0.026 0.020 0.021 0.021 0.023 0.020 0.023 0.023 0.023
11 xlI 0.062 0.030 0.023 0.022 0.019 0.022 0.021 0.022 0.021 0.021
CT. aft er iteration (Original : 0.253), tested on Industry
Iterat ion 1 2 3 4 3 6 , 8 9 lO
3 x3 0.163 0.144 0.099 0.071 0.067 0.063 0.040 0.052 0.062 0.038
5 x 5 0.131 0.049 0.064 0.062 0.054 0.050 0.046 0.035 o.orr 0.018
,x 7 O.IOS 0.071 0.056 0.051 0.048 0.044 0.043 0.013 0.012 0.021
9x9 0.132 0.041 0.018 0.040 0.021 0.012 0.024 0.018 0.0'10 0.016
11 x lI 0.170 0.019 O.D1S 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.011 0.016 0.015 0.016
Table 5.1: Quan tita tive measures of iterative Lee multiplicative filter a pp lied on real
SAR images
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a" after iteration (Original: 0.278), tested on Fields
Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 x3 0.166 0.142 0.100 0.086 0.062 0.060 0.060 0.058 0.05-1 0.053
5 x 5 0.082 0.066 0.104 0.D43 0.050 0.043 0.025 0.025 0.024 0.023
7 x 7 0.074 0.048 0.043 0.047 0.037 0.024 0.023 0.021 0.023 0.022
9x9 0.073 0.033 0.029 0.028 0.024 0.022 0.020 0.028 0.022 0.022
llx ll 0.067 0.033 0.027 0.046 0.021 0.022 0.022 0.036 0.021 0.021
all after iteratio n (Original: 0.253), tested on Industry
Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3x3 0.229 0.100 0.074 0.101 0.052 0.047 0.086 0.054 0.038 0.037
5x5 0.202 0.085 0.045 0.067 0.045 0.048 0.054 0.052 0.051 0.019
7 x 7 0.123 0.060 0.026 0.022 0.019 0.042 0.042 0.041 0.03. 0.038
9 x9 0.253 0.078 0.059 0.058 0.014 0.014 0.013 0.012 0.012 0.041
ll xll 0.100 0.047 0.015 0.014 0.013 0.012 0.046 0.011 0.036 0.010
Table 5.2: Quantitat ive measures of edge-enhanced Lee multip licative filter applied
0 11 real SAR images
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edge-enhanced method has better results in filterin g and segmen ta tion . espec ially in
smoot hing noise near edges . and in keeping sharp boundaries and preservin g fine
feat ures . as shown in Figure 5.6. Figu re 5.9 and Figure 5.10.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and recommendations
In this thesis, I have discussed the problem of segmenting SAR images. Th e presence
of speckle noise makes the processing of this kind of image difficult . such that the
techn iques origin ally designed for eit her d ean images or ",'bi~ Gaussian noise cor-
rupted images te nd to (ail when app lied to SAR images. Several previous techniqu es
were developed for segmentiog SAR images. One of these is Lee and J urkevich's
method [31J which is quite ffficient in the segmentancu of SAR images. Howe' -er,
the re are some disadvantages in t his met hod which have been discussed in this t hesis.
Based on Lee and Ju rkevich's idea I have proposed the edge-enhanced segmentation
method in t his th esis, in order to im prove t he segm entat ion accu racy and efficiency.
This method is tested and compared with Lee and Jurkevich's method . The tes t
data include synt hetic images and real multi-look airborne SAR images. The test
results show a great improvement in noise smoot hing (especially in edge areas ), in
edge and fine feat ure preservation. and in segmentation accuracy (eo;pecially along
region boundaries and for small regions). Th is is because the proposed met hod uses
edge information , obtained by a ratio-based edge detector, in its filtering algorith m in
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order to increase the accurac y in the estimat ion of local sta t ist ical param eters. Com-
pared to Lee and Jurk evicb's meth od. the proposed met hod also is an improvement
in efficiency and automati on. The filte ring parameter 17. is aut omat ically estimat ed
from the image 0 0 each iteration. Similarly, in histogram thresholding, the histogram
valleys are aut omatically determined by the algorithm.
Furt her research is recommended in order to improve the performan ce and effi-
ciency of the proposed edge-enhanced segmenta tion method . At present . the threshold
T~ for tbe MSP ·RoA edge detector is user determined. lfwe can develop some meth od
to autom atical ly esti mate the value of the thresh old T~. it will no doubt improve the
auto matio n of the whole algorit hm and make it much easier to use. For the filtering
algorithm , tbe iteration number is also determi ned by tbe user experimenta lly. and
different images may have different optimal iteration numbers . So . it is desirab le to
automatically control t he filtering itera tions. One method tbat may be suitable is to
calcula te tbe Root Mean Squa re ( R~ISl change in pixel values between iterations. If
the R),(S chang e is less th an a cert ain value (e.g. less than 1 percent of the R),!S
change of the first iterat ion ). the filtering stag e may sto p . For histogram threshold-
ing. the number of convolutions with Gauss ian kerne l is also user determined. .-\ fully
autom ati c histogram thresholding algorithm is expected to develop.
More work can be done to modi fy other stat ist ical speckle reducing filters such
as t be Sigma filte r and the Weighted filter for thei r implemen ta t ion in the proposed
edge-enhanced filterin g metho d. More performan ce measur es spec ifically designed
for SAR filterin g and segmentat ion are also desirabl e. Compariso ns of the edge-
enhanced segmentation method with othe r segmentation met hods . such as those based
on region growing, fuzzy set or neural networks, are recommended. Finally, the edge--
enhanced filtering and segmentat ion method proposed in thi s th esis should be tested
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in real application requ iring SAR imag e an alys is. such as sea-ice segme ntat ion. for est
classificat ion . crop ident ificat ion. etc.
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